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2020 was a very extraordinary year. In the face of the sudden COVID-19 pandemic, the Chinese people ef-

fectively prevented and fought the pandemic with determination and perseverance and made achievements

in social and economic development attracting worldwide attention. On the one hand, the School participated

in prevention and control of the pandemic and economic recovery with real action; on the other hand, in the

face of the challenge of the pandemic, the School forged ahead firmly and continued to shoulder the impor-

tant task of cultivating high-quality management talents for China and even the world.

In 2020, under an extremely difficult and complicated environment, the School achieved new results and re-

alized new development:

On the international stage, the college won honors from both professional program rankings and scientific re-

search and academic study lists. In the ranking of EMBA programs around the world released by the UK’s Fi-

nancial Times, four programs of the School are among the top 40 in the world with steadily improving overall

ranking results. In the ranking of top 100 MBA programs around the world released at the beginning of this

year, the Fudan MBA Program comes 33rd in the world and 1st among Chinese mainland business schools.

In the UTD Top 100 Business School Research Rankings, the world’s most important rankings evaluating ac-

ademic contributions of business schools in the world, the School comes 96th in the world and remains

among the top 100 in the world for the fifth consecutive year and among the top 10 in Asia.

In the Eduniversal“2020 Best Business Schools Worldwide”ranking, the School comes 1st in the Chinese

mainland and 2nd in the Far East. Since 2010, the School has always ranked among the top 3 on the list of

“Best Business Schools in the Far East”and first in the Chinese mainland.

At the same time, the School launched the sci-tech innovation strategy, established a leading group and set

up a sci-tech innovation office. Through surveying sci-tech innovation enterprises, preparing cases of

sci-tech innovation, launching the sci-tech innovation leadership camp, establishing a special project for the

topic of sci-tech innovation enterprise management, etc., the School continued to advance the sci-tech in-

novation strategy and achieved positive results.

The School made great progress in other areas such as faculty development, talent cultivation, discipline de-

velopment and international cooperation.

These achievements show to the world that China’s management education is quickly reaching the world’s

advanced level and has won international colleagues’extensive recognition and respect.

This year, the new campus will be completed and put into use and the sci-tech innovation strategy will be

advanced continuously, bringing a brand new development pattern to the School. We welcome everyone to

continue to give us care, attention and support this year and promote progress in China’s management edu-

cation together!

LU Xiongwen

Dean

School of Management, Fudan University



Envision
School of Management,
Fudan University

The pandemic highlighted the power of thoughts.

Proceeding from their professional fields and re-

search directions, the School’s teachers ex-

pressed their insights through livestreaming, of-

fered recommendations on pandemic prevention

and control, resumption of work and production

and resumption of business and market transac-

tion, augmented public thoughts about the pres-

ent and the future and highlighted business

school scholars’love for the family and the na-

tion and social responsibility.



School of Management, Fudan University“Envision”Cloud Classroom “En-

vision”Cloud Classroom Series of Activities “Envision”Cloud Classroom

Presentation Modes and Cooperative Media “Envision”Cloud Classroom

Content Presentation “Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-produced Originals
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School of Management, Fudan University
“Envision”Cloud Classroom

At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic broke out. In the face of the numerous

problems and challenges brought by the pandemic, the School’s teachers, proceeding from

their professional fields and research directions, provided a series of research results and in-

sights for individuals’response to the pandemic, enterprises’elimination of the pandemic’s

influence and even China’s long-term economic and social development, offered recom-

mendations on pandemic prevention and control, resumption of work and production and re-

sumption of business and market transaction and kept contributing thinking power to the so-

ciety.

At the same time, the School launched the“Envision”cloud classroom with online contents

in multiple forms such as online open lectures, original in-depth interviews, select forums

and cloud reading parties, continued to implement the mission of propelling management

and social progress and augmented people’s thoughts about the present and the future.

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



“Envision” Cloud Classroom Series
of Activities

Four“Envision”Cloud Classroom Series

1. Class·View
Live Classroom Professors on Line Sparks of Thought

FBK Classroom“Study Management to Fight the Pandemic”Series of Lectures by Professors

2. Theory·View
Collection of Forums Gathering of Guests Mutual Learning of Wisdom

Original in-depth interviews, true records of forum guests’views, Alumni Center × FBK Classroom

“Looking at Trends and Industries”

Live Lecture Series

3. Joy·View
Cultural Life Rational Reading Party Emotional Empathy

We WOMEN’s Leadership, books recommended by professors, Library“Cloud Reading Party”of

the School of Management, audio series

4. Career·View
Workplace Experience Impartation of Skills by Supervisors Experience Sharing

Sharing on related themes such as career development by alumni/corporate supervisors, various on-

line program promotion events

Weights of“Envision”Cloud Classroom’s Themes and Hot Words

Annual report 0092020



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Presentation
Modes and Cooperative Media

Annual report010 2020

All cloud classroom contents are avail-

able to the public free of charge. Mean-

while, we invited mainstream media

platforms such as Kankan News, The

Paper, Tencent News, Phoenix Finance,

Yicai, NetEase Finance, Sina Finance,

Baidu and Weibo to be our livestream-

ing partners. Up till now, media have

participated in over 40 livestreaming

events and released over 200 related

reports. The total number of Internet

livestreaming lecture views is over 40

million; the number of views of a single

livestreaming lecture is nearly 1 million;

the total number of views is over 100

million.

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Content
Presentation

As of the end of December 2020,

76 well-known professors at Fu-

dan University and 105 industry

leaders had been invited to partic-

ipate in 200 online and offline

“Envision”speeches.

Annual report 0112020



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-pro⁃
duced Originals

Annual report012 2020

Original self-produced contents’themes include the“Dialogue about Life”series and the

“Study Management to Fight the Pandemic”series focusing on social topics about reflection

on the pandemic; the“Consumption Trend and Brand Growth”series and the“Going Ahead

All the Way”art and culture series focusing on resumption of work, production and market

transaction after the pandemic; the“New Growth·New Infrastructure”Cloud Summit and

the“Integration of the Yangtze River Delta and Business Innovation”special focusing on hot

topics about new national policies; the“We WOMEN’s Leadership”series specially planned

for women, etc.

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-pro⁃
duced Originals

“Dialogue about Life”Series &“Business for Good”Special

It is worth mentioning that“Dialogue about Life”Episode 3“Where is the Way?”was

pushed by the official Weibo account of People’s Daily as a hot topic. The video was played

9.12 million times, liked by 160,000 people, ranked second on the real time hot search chart

and viewed 210 million times, the highest number of single-event views in the history of the

School and even China’s management education.

Annual report 0132020



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-pro⁃
duced Originals

“Consumption Trend and Brand Growth”Series

Annual report014 2020

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-pro⁃
duced Originals

“Going Ahead All the Way”Industry Forum

Annual report 0152020



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-pro⁃
duced Originals

“Consumption Trend and Brand Growth”Series

Annual report016 2020

“New Growth·New

Infrastructure”Cloud

Summit

“Integration of the

Yangtze River Delta

and Business Inno-

vation”Special

“Medical Frontline”–

Medical Institutions’

Social Responsibility

under Public Health

System Building

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



“Envision”Cloud Classroom Self-pro⁃
duced Originals

Joy·View“We WOMEN’s Leadership”Series & Audio Series

Annual report 0172020



Sci-tech
Innovation

Sci-tech innovation brings a better future. Man-

agement empowers sci-tech innovation and

sci-tech innovation will lead the way in the fu-

ture. The School kept promoting its sci-tech in-

novation strategy and realized positive effect.



Sci-tech Innovation Office of the School of Management, Fudan University

Mission and Vision Sci-tech Innovation Office of the School of Management,

Fudan University Positioning of the Sci-tech Innovation Office of the School

of Management Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership CampSci-tech Inno-

vation Knowledge Graph Management Science Series School of Manage-

ment, Fudan University Original Management Theory Fudan Sci-tech Inno-

vation Leadership Camp Sci-tech Innovation Knowledge Graph Teaching for

Practice School of Management, Fudan University First Sci-tech Innovation

Leadership Camp Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp List of the

First Batch of Students School of Management, Fudan University Advanced

Services of the Sci-tech Innovation Office
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Sci-tech Innovation Office of the School of Management,
Fudan University Mission and Vision

Sci-tech Innovation Brings a Better Future

The School of Management, Fudan University actively explored new models of sci-

entific research and education for business schools, fully launched the sci-tech inno-

vation strategy in 2020, established a sci-tech innovation office at the end of the

year and made efforts to implement the strategies of innovation-driven development

and building of China’s strength in science and technology and promote long-term

sustainable economic development of China and the world.

* Mission: We strive to cultivate farsighted scientific entrepreneur talents with inter-

national visions in line with sci-tech innovation enterprises’development for the so-

ciety based on the mission of the School of Management. Management empowers

and realizes sci-tech innovation and helps turn more excellent Chinese scientists in-

to outstanding sci-tech innovation entrepreneurs.

* Vision: building“China’s No. 1 brand of business school sci-tech innovation man-

agement education”.

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



Sci-tech Innovation Office of the School of Management,
Fudan University Positioning of the Sci-tech Innovation Office of
the School of Management

In the future, the School of Management will play the role of a beacon, give full play to

its leading role, build its brand and establish its ecosystem. The Sci-tech Innovation

Leadership Camp is only a lever. The Sci-tech Innovation Office should become a win-

dow of the School of Management for development of sci-tech innovation.

The Sci-tech Innovation Office takes the lead in organizing survey activities, sci-tech in-

novation lectures and other series of activities, supports teachers’case studies and

teaching research and development, establishes sci-tech innovation management knowl-

edge graphs and contributes to course upgrading of MBA, EMBA and other programs.

Based on sci-tech innovation enterprises’appeal for growth, it connects related com-

munities of shared interests and builds a three-dimensional ecosphere for sci-tech in-

novation enterprises.

Annual report 0212020
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Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp
Sci-tech Innovation Knowledge Graph Management Science Series

Module 1 Perception of the Essence – Value Creation

Module 2 Model Innovation – Strategic Management

Module 3 Mechanism Coordination – Function Management

Module 4 Empowerment of Governance – Organizational Innovation

Module 5 Preparation of Listing – Value Realization

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



School of Management, Fudan University
Original Management Theory

Survey of Sci-tech Innovation Enterprises

From July 2020, the School’s professors led by Dean LU surveyed a large number of sci-tech innovation

enterprises, went to the frontline of sci-tech innovation practice, designed knowledge points and teach-

ing cases for enterprises’pain points and guided clarification of the strategic layout according to sci-tech

innovation enterprises’dynamic need for rapid growth.

Annual report 0232020
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School of Management, Fudan University
Original Management Theory

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp
Sci-tech Innovation Knowledge Graph Teaching for Practice

Investors’Roundtable Dialogue
Founding partners of top investment institutions are invited to interpret

the growth trend and financing environment of sci-tech innovation en-

terprises from the perspective of investors and carry out point-to-point

evaluation of student enterprises.

Practice Experts’Guidance
Government departments and professional institutions involved in the

course of sci-tech innovation enterprises’development are invited to

interpret policies from professional perspectives and point out listing ex-

perience and lessons.

Sci-tech Innovation Entrepreneur Lecture
Heads of leading enterprises on the track of sci-tech innovation are in-

vited to share entrepreneurship experience and understanding of busi-

ness. Students interact with entrepreneurs, establish personal friend-

ships and communicate with them for life.

Student Talk Show
Students in the camp introduce enterprises’core technologies, busi-

ness models and pain points in business operations behind closed

doors, supervisors carry out diagnosis and make comments on the spot

and students interact with each other, receive enlightenment in

cross-boundary exchanges and create opportunities of technological ex-

changes and communication.

Camp Closing Report behind Closed Doors
After classroom study ends, students think systematically in combina-

tion with their enterprises’actual development integrating original man-

agement theories, methods and practical guides learned in the class-

room, make camp closing reports and defend their reports on the spot.

Annual report 0252020
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Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp
Sci-tech Innovation Knowledge Graph Teaching for Practice

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp
Sci-tech Innovation Knowledge Graph Teaching for Practice

Annual report 0272020
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School of Management, Fudan University
First Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



Fudan Sci-tech Innovation Leadership Camp
List of the First Batch of Students

Annual report 0292020
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School of Management, Fudan University
Advanced Services of the Sci-tech Innovation Office

Listing Promotion Service

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



School of Management, Fudan University
Advanced Services of the Sci-tech Innovation Office

Sci-tech Innovation Talent Recruitment and
Cultivation Service

Annual report 0312020
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School of Management, Fudan University
Advanced Services of the Sci-tech Innovation Office

Tech-fin Support (To be Launched)

Envision

Sci-tech Innovation

AchievementsFight against the Pandemic Overview



School of Management, Fudan University
Advanced Services of the Sci-tech Innovation Office

Application of Technological Achievements of Open
Innovation (To be Launched)

Annual report 0332020



The COVID-19 pandemic is unprecedented. The

School’s faculty members, students and alumni

participated in pandemic prevention and control

with real action, supported economic recovery

and demonstrated great dedication and responsi-

bility of the times.

Fight against
the Pandemic



Fighting against the Pandemic: Wisdom Contributed by FDSM Faculty Num-

bers List of Publications in International Journals Mutual Support, Growth

with Great Virtues, Readiness to Help Others Plunging into China’s Fight

against the Pandemic: Students and Alumni of the School are Taking Action



Fighting against the Pandemic:
Wisdom Contributed by FDSM Faculty Numbers

At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic – a major public health incident with the fastest

speed of spread, the widest range of infection and the highest level of difficulty in prevention and control

since the founding of the People’s Republic of China – broke out. With sincere love for the family and

the nation and profound academic foundations, the School’s Faculties responded to hot social issues in-

stantaneously, gave feedback on social concerns immediately, went all out to carry out research and

analysis, voiced their opinions through mass media, offered recommendations on pandemic prevention

and control, resumption of work and production and resumption of business and market transaction and

kept contributing thinking power to the society.

The School’s teachers published a total of nearly 200 reports in various mainstream media including The

Paper, Sina, Tencent, Phoenix TV, Yicai, People’s Daily Online, Xinhuanet, Jiefang Daily and Wen Wei

Po. The total number of views is over 20 million.

Annual report036 2020

Envision Sci-tech Innovation Achievements

Fight against the Pandemic

Overview
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Envision Sci-tech Innovation Achievements

Fight against the Pandemic

Overview
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Title

Fight against the pandemic | It’s time to give attention to the economy! Retail consumption, industrial production, catering and entertainment, transportation and logistics...

Which sector is hurt the most?

Scholar’s interpretation of "Shanghai’s policy of alleviating enterprises’burdens": Very timely with a clear focus

Scholar’s interpretation of "Shanghai’s policy of alleviating enterprises’burdens": Very timely with a clear focus

How big is the economic impact of the pandemic? Fudan School of Management Professor: Stabilizing the service industry is stabilizing growth

How big is the economic impact of the pandemic? Fudan School of Management Professor: Stabilizing the service industry is stabilizing growth

How big is the economic impact of the pandemic? Fudan School of Management Professor: Stabilizing the service industry is stabilizing growth

Suggestions for medium and small enterprises’resumption of work and survival: these indicators must be controlled for survival 丨 Special campaign against the pandemic

Yongjian Bao: To resume production and work, enterprises’chairmen must do two things

Fight against the pandemic ｜ Enterprises’action and active response to the crisis

Fudan School of Management Professor: The pandemic is a "black swan" and enterprises need to do four things

Fudan School of Management Professor: The pandemic is a "black swan" and enterprises need to do four things

Fudan School of Management Professor: The pandemic is a "black swan" and enterprises need to do four things

Interview with Yong Su: Xibei lends employees to Hema. What can enterprises do to save themselves? | Pandemic prevention·expert talk

Yongjian Bao: "True leadership" is needed more in the crisis

Xiangfeng Chen: "When China coughs, the whole world catches a cold?" We are talking about supply chains.

Xiangfeng Chen: "When China coughs, the whole world catches a cold?" We are talking about supply chains.

Mingjie Rui: Now is the right time to stabilize growth for the future and develop new basic industries

Now is the right time to stabilize growth for the future and develop new basic industries

Mingjie Rui: Now is the right time to stabilize growth for the future and develop new basic industries

Fudan Professor Mingjie Rui: Now is the right time to stabilize growth for the future and develop new basic industries

The pandemic is both a challenge and an opportunity for industrial development, these three new basic industries deserve attention

500 billion in policy subsidies to aid medium and small enterprises and ease tight cash flow

Economic vitality is the key "immunity"

Accelerate the development of the digital economy’s three new basic industries

Realize scientific prevention and control, promote precision policy implementation

Jinyun Sun: Breakthroughs in the crisis start with leaders’cognitive change | Fight against the pandemic for Foshan manufacturing

"Shanghai’s lead in resumption of work and production is a signal that China's economy is getting back to normal"

Associate Professor Zhengchuan Xu talks about new retail

Spread of the pandemic impacts the global economy

How can enterprises save themselves under the pandemic? Have they found a magic weapon for coping with the "black swan" incident?

Two-pronged approach: stimulating consumption and resuming work and production

Why did masks’"reverse bullwhip effect" occur?

Why did masks’"reverse bullwhip effect" occur?

Mingjie Rui: How can we realize steady growth and development of the new economy under the pandemic?

Is the global market plummet a new crisis?

Why is livestreaming the best carrier under the pandemic?

How do enterprises cope with changes in resumption of work and production under the pandemic?

Xiangfeng Chen: Do five things to withstand supply chain risks

Fudan Professor Mingjie Rui: We should stimulate consumption and resume work and production at the same time

While promoting resumption of work and production, we should expedite this matter

Ruoshan Li: How should we manage "surplus money" at home to save cash flow?

Why is it hard to find a mask in a major mask-producing country? Resumption of work and production requires adequate supply chain management

Since the resumption of work and production, have entrepreneurs done the right thing? What can they do to win in the whole spring?

How big is the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the retail industry? Will "new retail" enable us to "buy, buy, buy"?

Zhiguo Li: Leading enterprises’long-term development with "second-level thinking" | Invisible champion·Fudan lecture

Tianjun Feng: Three thoughts on countering supply chains’reverse "bullwhip effect" | Invisible champion·Fudan lecture

Discounts, freebies, coupons spice up consumption market

Reporter’s observation｜Shanghai's catering industry resumes dine-in services successively: "table separation plates" begin to be used as magic tool, queues begin to appear at

Internet celebrity restaurants…

The pandemic has broken the balance of competition. How should enterprises adjust their innovation strategies?

Zhengchuan Xu: Have you learned new tricks of new retail? | Invisible champion·Fudan lecture

Rui’s comment on the pandemic | New thoughts on and new models of new basic industries’development

Professor Xianghua Lu discusses how enterprises should look for new economic growth points after the pandemic

Jinyun Sun: Looking for ways of medium and small enterprises’self-saving from the cases of HTT and Tongcheng | Invisible champion·Fudan lecture

Zhiyong Yao: Our science and technology revolution just needs a final push | Invisible champion·Fudan lecture
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Operation innovation of medium and small enterprises in the Yangtze River Delta region shown by Wuxi Municipal Party Committee Secretary’s visit to a restaurant

Xianghua Lu: How can enterprises earn high profit in the industry chain? | Invisible champion·Fudan lecture

Precision restoration of the industry and consumption ecosphere

All places are making plans and deployments for new basic industries, but have they chosen the right model and path?

Survey of the industry’s fight against the pandemic | Work has resumed in China, but foreign orders are gone? Export enterprises seek change in adversity

Resumption of work in the Yangtze River Delta region shown by Suzhou Municipal Party Committee Secretary and Mayor’s visits to a commercial street and food market

How should we make deployments for new basic industries?

Aiguo Kong: Today's China is appealing to entrepreneurs more than ever

Fudan School of Management releases“Analytical Report on Medium and Small Enterprises’Strategies under the Pandemic”

A report points out: as the COVID-19 pandemic is contained, private enterprises are recovering quickly and foreign-funded enterprises’difficult situations are becoming obvious

Fudan School of Management releases“Analytical Report on Medium and Small Enterprises’Strategies under the Pandemic”

China's economy“restarts”first in the world. Experts: Short-term repair is needed, but long-term goals must not be ignored

Fudan Jinyun Sun: Stimulation of the economy requires demand-side policies more

Fudan School of Management: Listen to what 200 medium and small enterprises have to say about resumption of work and production

Fudan School of Management: Listen to what 200 medium and small enterprises have to say about resumption of work and production

Fudan School of Management: Listen to what 200 medium and small enterprises have to say about resumption of work and production

Fudan School of Management: Listen to what 200 medium and small enterprises have to say about resumption of work and production

Patients can’t seek medical treatment in other places because of the COVID-19 pandemic? Technology assists doctors in remote examination

Mingjie Rui: How should we make deployments for new basic industries?

With the release of the action plan, Shanghai might enter the era of the online new economy earlier

Fudan Professor Aiguo Kong: Now entrepreneurial spirit is needed more than ever

Online new economy ｜ What advantages does Shanghai have? Why these 12 fields are chosen for key breakthroughs?

Mingjie Rui: China is benefited by global distribution of supply chains, migration should not be over-interpreted

Mingjie Rui: China is benefited by global distribution of supply chains, migration should not be over-interpreted

Mingjie Rui: Deployments for new basic industries should follow new models and new paths

What can the stock market’s opening bring to us?

Guarding the commercial civilization’s cornerstone

After the pandemic, will the beauty industry have a "V-shaped reversal"? L'Oréal says only after learning to adjust will we have new opportunities | "Envision" cloud classroom

How should we build new infrastructures under the great economic transformation?

Jinyun Sun: Under the pandemic, how can medium and small enterprises pull through?

Shanghai Lin-gang Special Area’s culture industry has new opportunities of development, experts explain in detail how to make use of new policies

In the post-pandemic era, how can new retail "accelerate"?

Hot spot of the Yangtze River Delta: confidence, opportunity – innovation and entrepreneurship against the backdrop of the global pandemic

Takeaway deliveries cannot stop? Non-contact deliveries are addictive? McDonald's finds that the pandemic has changed these consumer behaviors | "Envision" cloud classroom

[Focus] Shanghai Lin-gang Special Area’s culture industry has new opportunities of development, experts explain in detail how to make use of new policies

Under the pandemic: a survey of Chinese family assets

Shanghai’s "Double 5 Shopping Festival" maximally boosts confidence in consumption!

Big move! "Double 5 Shopping Festival" is coming

True and accurate pandemic data is a public product

Xianghua Lu: The online economy will become a new growth engine

Situation watch | Qian Sun: More firm measures other than deficit monetization can be adopted to increase money supply

Integrated development of high-end services and advanced manufacturing promotes new economic growth in Shanghai

Situation watch |Fudan Zhiguo Li: New infrastructure construction should not be too fast, too vigorous or too close to short-term boosting of the economy

Zhengchuan Xu: Investments in new infrastructures should not be made blindly, various places can choose according to their own advantages

Zhengchuan Xu: New infrastructures focusing on science and technology suit the direction of China’s economic development more

Zhengchuan Xu: New infrastructure construction has become a driving force behind enterprises’unstoppable digital transformation

Expert: Investments in new infrastructures are more precise and efficient

Coronavirus Pandemic: China braces for the impact of COVID-19 on global supply chains

Under the pressure of the global pandemic, enterprises can hopefully rely on technological innovation to "overtake on a bend "? Fudan Professor: Choosing the right path makes it possible!

Looking for the "golden key" to restart growth

The pandemic has changed the following consumer behaviors

Yong Su: Excellent leaders should have appeal, influence, foresight, resolution and control

New opportunity for China's supply chains: the "China+1" strategy is taking shape

In the post-pandemic era, how should enterprises activate innovation points?

Online new economy: from high above to down below

Fudan think tank | Yong Su: Online new economy from high above to down below
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Mingjie Rui: How should Shanghai's high-end manufacturing industry move toward the high end of the global industrial value chain?

Do coffee machines sell better because of the pandemic? De'longhi finds new opportunities in China | "Envision" cloud classroom

New consumption aided by the digital economy will create new international consumption cities

Invista starts work on chemical plant in Shanghai

Yifan Dou from Fudan School of Management: Fresh food e-commerce facing the dual challenges of traffic and customer unit prices after the pandemic

Get out of the dilemma of "Bertrand" competition and promote ecological development of the e-commerce industry

Yangtze River Delta magnet to global firms

Region becoming industrial cluster of the world

Indian govt's decision to block Chinese apps draws concerns

5G opens up a new future of business

Cinemas are gradually reopening and viewers change from“vigilant”to“expectant”. Expert: Transparency of pandemic prevention measures can encourage viewers to return to cinemas

The US and other manufacturing powers are planning in depth and global industrial competition is becoming increasingly fierce. How can China create the next Huawei?

Towards smart manufacturing: when AI applications are born for manufacturing

Foster more world-class sci-tech innovation enterprises

Fudan think tank | Mingjie Rui: Foster more world-class sci-tech innovation enterprises

Thinker | Xiongwen Lu: What should the Yangtze River Delta do to become a more important engine of China’s economy?

How will the restarted Chinese film industry go forward all the way?

The industry focuses on opportunities and challenges facing Chinese films in the "post-pandemic era"

Xiongwen Lu: How can integration of the Yangtze River Delta support "Chinese creation"?

China firms outnumber those of US on Fortune Global 500

"Envision" cloud classroom - The restarted film industry must be determined to go ahead all the way

Cloud dialogue between a well-known director and scholar: facing difficulties with innovative ideas out of the pursuit of insight

Cloud dialogue between a well-known director and scholar: facing difficulties with innovative ideas out of the pursuit of insight

Grasp new trends of global sci-tech innovation competition, realize innovation’s lead in Shanghai as sci-tech innovation center

Anyu Wang from Fudan School of Management: Return to the essence of business, ways to take the offensive in the new consumption era

Who traps takeaway riders in systems? Fudan Professor: Algorithms are not wrong, but efficiency evaluation mechanisms are wrong

Who traps takeaway riders in systems? Fudan Professor: Algorithms are not wrong, but efficiency evaluation mechanisms are wrong

Get out of systems’traps | What rider algorithms do we need?

"Throwing certificates" is a manifestation of lack of corporate values

Logistics system upgrade to help boost quality growth

Fudan think tank | Mingjie Rui: Grasp new trends of global sci-tech innovation competition, realize innovation’s lead in Shanghai as sci-tech innovation center

What fusion effect will "free trade zone + new material sci-tech innovation" produce?

To play a more important role, what else does the Yangtze River Delta need to do?

"Dual circulation" points out a new direction of Yangtze River Delta integration

Fudan think tank | Xiongwen Lu: To play a more important role, what else does the Yangtze River Delta need to do?

Fudan think tank | Mingjie Rui: "Dual circulation" points out a new direction of Yangtze River Delta integration

Eliminate hard and soft constraints, unblock industrial chains and supply chains

Fudan think tank | Zhong Ning: Eliminate hard and soft constraints, unblock industrial chains and supply chains

Future-oriented industrial competitiveness

Fudan think tank｜Mingjie Rui: Future-oriented industrial competitiveness

Title
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At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic – a major public health incident with the fastest

speed of spread, the widest range of infection and the highest level of difficulty in prevention and control

since the founding of the People’s Republic of China – broke out in Wuhan and spread to the whole

country. The Chinese people made concerted efforts, pulled through the hard times and fully carried out

pandemic prevention and control work.

Love is shown in national affairs and responsibility is manifested in crises. In this war without smoke,

Fudan EMBA students and alumni were seen both on their way to support Wuhan and on the frontline

of resumption of work and production. With the wellbeing of the world in their mind, they acted steadily,

bravely and positively as pioneers and practiced and interpreted with real action the concept and mission

of the School of Management, Fudan University:“Growth with Great Virtues, Readiness to Help Others”.

Concerted Efforts, Effective Support

Giving help to troubled spots from all directions is a good tradition in the Chinese nation’s blood; keeping

watch and helping each other with determination is the mental outlook of Chinese people facing difficul-

ties; service, sacrifice and unity is Fudan spirit proposed by late President of Fudan University Denghui

LI. Embracing love for the family and the nation and shouldering social responsibility bravely is the edu-

cational philosophy advocated by the School of Management.

Alumnus of the 2004 Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Zhongnan Group

Jinshi CHEN led his enterprise Zhongnan Group to donate 20 million yuan for establishing a special fund

for fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. 10 million yuan was donated to the Red Cross Society of China

Wuhan Branch for unified allocation by the COVID-19 prevention and control headquarters of Wuhan; 10

million yuan was used to procure medical supplies and support medical care workers in Wuhan. On Feb-

ruary 1, with the pandemic’s development, Zhongnan Group donated 3 million yuan to the Red Cross

Society of China Haimen Branch to procure medical supplies and support frontline medical care workers,

helping his hometown overcome the pandemic.

- An Account of the Fight of Fudan EMBA Students and Alumni
against the Pandemic

“The Chinese nation has experienced many ordeals in its history, but it
has never been overwhelmed. Instead, it has become more and more
courageous, growing up and rising up from the hardships.”

Mutual Support, Growth with Great Virtues,
Readiness to Help Others

Envision Sci-tech Innovation Achievements

Fight against the Pandemic

Overview



Alumnus of the 2009 Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Huafon Group Feiyu YOU led his enter-

prise Huafon Group to actively bring the advantages of its global marketing network and providers of raw

materials of protective supplies into full play, made urgent contact to purchase masks, disinfectants and

other pandemic protection supplies through multiple channels around the world, donated 6 million yuan

in batches to support pandemic prevention and control on the frontline in Hubei and other places and

helped Xiantao, Hubei, Wenzhou, Zhejiang and other places prevent and control the pandemic, showing

the private enterprise’s duty and responsibility with real action.

Alumnus of the 2004 Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Guangzhou Times Property Holdings Limit-

ed Zhaoxiong CEN led Times China Group to donate a total of 16 million yuan worth of funds and medi-

cal supplies via the Times Foundation to help prevent and control the pandemic continuously. 3 million

was donated first on January 25 to support Wuhan and was transferred to designated medical institu-

tions for COVID-19 treatment for procurement of medical equipment and supplies; on January 31, 12

million yuan was donated to the Health Commission of Guangdong Province (7 million yuan was used to

further support pandemic prevention and control in Guangdong Province and 5 million was used to pro-

cure medical supplies around the world for the frontline of pandemic prevention); at the same time, 1

million yuan was donated to the Red Cross Society of China for pandemic control and procurement of

medical supplies by the China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences.

Charity funds and resources were pooled in this unprecedented pandemic prevention and control cam-

paign and more and more Fudan EMBA students and alumni lent helping hands: alumnus Ye CHEN led

Yinhong Modular House Company to produce 500 modular container houses in four days for the con-

struction of?the Leishenshan Hospital; Ningbo Asia Logistics led by alumna Lili CHEN undertook trans-

portation of pandemic relief supplies voluntarily; alumnus Guoxiang HU led all employees of HBM Group

Guilin HBM Health Protections, Inc. to work overtime for production of masks and other protective sup-

plies and drove himself in a long and arduous journey from Guilin to Hubei for transportation of supplies…

Scientific Management, Correct Leadership

In this fight against the pandemic, management workers’correct leadership and accurate implementa-

tion were especially important. Some Fudan EMBA students and alumni on the frontline of the fight

against the pandemic and key management posts charged at the head, shouldered responsibility bravely,

demonstrated very strong leadership and comprehensive quality in work, having not only clear, scientific

and effective work thoughts, but also very strong executive ability, and contributed to the final victory in

the fight against the pandemic.

On February 23, the Organization Department of the CPC Hubei Provincial Committee announced that

four cadres who performed outstandingly on the frontline of pandemic prevention and control were pro-

moted, including alumna of the 2011 Fudan EMBA Program and Director of the Xiangyang Municipal Bu-

reau of Commerce Hong JI, who was appointed Director of the Xiangyang Municipal Bureau of Com-

merce Hong JI only two months before.

During the period of pandemic prevention and control, Hong JI served as a member of the pandemic

prevention and control headquarters of Xiangyang and a member of the market supply group of the mu-
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nicipal pandemic prevention and control headquarters. While working, she bravely shouldered responsi-

bility, went to the frontline to give instructions, creatively launched the“mobile vegetable basket”proj-

ect, adopted the delivery service model of“leading agricultural product wholesale markets + supermar-

kets + food markets + e-commerce platforms”, brought the leading role of communities, property man-

agement companies, Party members and grid managers having reported to their communities and plac-

es of residence and volunteers into full play actively, contacted 497 supermarkets, food markets, fresh

food direct sale stores, merchants in wholesale markets, e-commerce businesses and individual busi-

nessmen for door-to-door delivery services, realized full coverage of 2,155 residential areas in 196

communities in six urban districts in the city in only four days and effectively solved the basic life supply

and guarantee problems of 539,000 residents in the urban area during the period of pandemic prevention

and control.

After the pandemic broke out, the Huashan Hospital under the leadership of alumnus of the 2011 Fudan

EMBA Program and Party Committee Secretary of the Huashan Hospital Hejian ZOU dispatched over

400 medical care workers to support Wuhan, the highest number among Shanghai’s medical institu-

tions. The first batch of the Huashan Hospital’s medical workers left on the evening of the New Year’s

Eve to support Wuhan. Meanwhile, the hospital also dispatched elite forces to support public health clin-

ical centers’treatment work. The Huashan Hospital’s team of medical care workers went to the front-

line of the fight against the pandemic,“receiving critically ill patients and fighting the toughest battle”. A

leader of the National Health Commission said:“We transfer the most critically ill patients to the

Huashan Hospital because the country trusts you.”

Resumption of Work and Production, Orderly Business Operations

The emergence of the“black swan”of the COVID-19 pandemic brought obvious influence to the func-

tioning of the economy. Orderly promotion of resumption of work and production was the most urgent

task in making overall plans on pandemic prevention and control and economic and social development

work and the key to minimizing the influence of the pandemic. Many Fudan EMBA students and alumni

gave full play to their enthusiasm and initiative, fought the pandemic and realized economic development

at the same time through innovative management and scientific operations and took positive actions to

achieve victory in both pandemic prevention and control and realization of the economic and social devel-

opment goals.

Ruyi Woolen Garment Group under Shandong Ruyi Group led by alumnus of the 2003 Fudan EMBA Pro-

gram Dong QIU began to resume production on February 10, reached 80% of the production capacity on

the first day, made deliveries for high-end customized orders from Japan on that day, realized its full

production capacity within three days and received nearly 800 overseas orders.

All these resulted from the enterprise’s“foresight”. It invested over 2 billion yuan for technological

transformation farsightedly and upgraded the intelligent manufacturing system for the whole industrial

chain. As a key project of transition to new from old economic engines in Shandong Province, this intelli-

gent project can realize digital production for the whole chain from raw materials to wool and then to

garments. Consumers can send their garment sizes at home through the online platform, data are dis-

tributed to various links of automatic platemaking and cutting backstage and customized finished prod-
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ucts are then delivered to consumers. This technological application realizing full automation of custom-

ized orders from size measurement to platemaking, cutting and sewing and shortening the production cy-

cle to seven work days makes Ruyi Group more confident in coping with market changes. Against the

backdrop of pandemic prevention and control, the brand new production model is becoming a new

growth point of Ruyi Group’s development.

Zhejiang Peacebird Group led by alumnus of 2007 Fudan EMBA Program Jiangping ZHANG in the gar-

ment industry seriously affected by the pandemic closed some stores in China successively, visitors to

offline stores decreased by nearly 100% and human, rental and other costs and the problem of idle in-

ventory brought great risks to cash flow and profit. However, Peacebird Group took actions instead of

awaiting its doom. Soon after the outbreak of the pandemic, Peacebird Group established a pandemic re-

sponse team and actively explored paths of retail response and transformation under the pandemic.

Meanwhile, Peacebird Group immediately adjusted its operation strategy – launching multiple sale mod-

els such as online mall spring discounts and livestreaming, dynamically adjusting its spring new product

release plan, kept launching new products and strengthening communication and interaction with online

consumers and accelerating online business development; in product development and production,

Peacebird continued to promote application of flexible supply chains on a larger scale and in a wider range

to improve the speed and flexibility of production’s response to the market.

Through multiple measures, several garment brands under Peacebird Group recently launched WeChat

online members’special, WeChat flash sale, mini program distribution, rotating livestreaming in different

regions, etc. and realized sales in half of the closed stores. The daily average retail sales reached 10 mil-

lion yuan after the Spring Festival and are still rising

Sinbon Electronics led by alumnus of 2003 Fudan EMBA Program Joseph Wang from Taiwan with a lot of

production and operation business in many Chinese inland cities successfully realized uninterrupted pro-

duction in the Spring Festival and uninterrupted production in the pandemic period relying on strong core

competitiveness and scientific management. Jiangyin Sinbon Electronics maintained continuous produc-

tion during the Spring Festival and successfully made deliveries for medical customers’urgent orders.

Relying on high product quality and the strict management system, Sinbon Electronics maintained close

cooperation and trust with customers.“Though there are few people on the production lines, we have

many machines, strong vigor and high output.”The enterprise’s management said that they were confi-

dent in completing customers’orders with quality and amount guaranteed relying on the enterprise’s

strong product research and development capabilities and advanced automatic production lines. Wuxi

Sinbon Electronics as an enterprise producing pandemic prevention supplies is also maintaining continu-

ous production and supplying quality products and services to customers.

Leaders and managers who resolutely choose to return to the classroom and continue to pursue studies

after achieving success in their careers are all very self-demanding. In the past 100 years, Fudan gath-

ered batch after batch of such excellent people, let them further improve their business philosophies and

leadership and management levels through learning and strengthened their ideal of bearing the wellbeing

of the world in their mind and their love for the family and the nation. At present, pandemic prevention

and control work is still going on and active contributions of Fudan EMBA students and alumni are also

continuing. Let us look forward to their greater achievements and more brilliant chapters together.
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Plunging into China’s Fight against the Pandemic:
Students and Alumni of the School are Taking Action

Life is of paramount importance. When an epidemic breaks out, a command is issued. It is our responsi-

bility to prevent and control it. This is General Secretary Xi Jinping’s highest instruction.

Giving help to troubled spots from all directions is a good tradition in the Chinese nation’s blood.

Keeping watch and helping each other with determination is the mental outlook of Chinese people facing

difficulties.

On the frontline of the fight against the pandemic, we withstood the ferocious pandemic with profes-

sionalism and insistence.

Behind the frontline of the fight against the pandemic, we passed love and positive energy with passion

and warmth.

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in China, students and alumni of the School of Manage-

ment, Fudan University have led their enterprises to actively plunge into pandemic prevention and con-

trol, donate funds and goods and dedicate love.

Late January -

Provision of medical supplies:

Life-saving masks and protective suits came from around the world.

After the pandemic broke out, Orient International Holding led by alumnus Jisheng TONG immediately

supplied nearly 600,000 masks to Shanghai’s entities in the bus, taxi, metro, airport and other public

sectors.

On January 25, 125,000 ordinary medical masks were urgently gathered in Japan and 300,000 protective

suits were gathered in Poland and the UK.

On January 28, about 75,000 medical masks of high protection levels were transported by air from Japan

to the Pudong Airport.

On January 29, nearly 70,000 medical masks of high protection levels and over 80,000 masks of ordinary

protection levels were transported by air from Japan to the Pudong Airport.

On January 30, 250,000 protective suits and 137,000 medical masks were transported from Amsterdam

to Shanghai by China Eastern Airlines’chartered plane.
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On February 2, 400,000 medical masks imported from South Korea arrived in Shanghai.

On February 3, 1.08 million ordinary masks imported from Japan arrived in Shanghai.

[Jisheng TONG, alumnus of the Ph.D. Program of the School of Management, Fudan University and Par-

ty Committee Secretary and Chairman of Orient International (Holding) Co., Ltd.]

Provision of medical equipment:

300 container houses were transported to Wuhan’s Leishenshan Hospital at night.

While staying with his family happily on the evening of the first day of the Chinese New Year (January

25), Ye CHEN received a notice from China Construction Third Engineering Bureau requesting his com-

pany to provide at least 500 container houses for the Leishenshan Hospital. On the morning of the sec-

ond day of the Chinese New Year, Ye CHEN led the company’s executives to take action immediately.

The Logistics Department looked for trucks, the Installation Department looked for people and they con-

tacted business competitors for emergency allocation of supplies.

“Workers were spending the Chinese New Year in various places. We temporarily gathered all employ-

ees and managers that could be gathered, worked overtime at night and analyzed drawings.”Ye CHEN

said that though the cost was very high, as a person from Hubei, he thought it justifiable whether for the

family or for the nation.“Many of my relatives and friends were in Hubei. They told me that the situation

was not very optimistic.”

Ye CHEN said that the first 30 container houses built by Yinhong and installation workers were sent to

the infrastructure division of Wuhan’s Leishenshan Hospital on January 27. These container houses

would become inpatient wards of the Leishenshan Hospital.

“According to the previous requirement, we must provide 500 container houses in ten days. Now the

period has been shortened to three days.”He said because there were over 1,000 people carrying out

construction work on the site at the same time, to avoid cross-infection, the company had carried out

assembly in the factory according to the requirements and would send 300 container houses to the

Leishenshan Hospital in batches. A total of 1,200 beds could be provided.

[Ye CHEN, student in the Fudan-NTU EMBA Program and General Manager of Yinhong Modular House]

Provision of medical funds:

The pandemic will certainly be overcome by love and unity.

Zhongnan Group donated 20 million yuan for establishing a special fund for fighting the COVID-19 pan-

demic. [Jinshi CHEN, alumnus of the EMBA Program of the School of Management, Fudan University

and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Zhongnan Group]

CIFI Group donated 20 million yuan for establishing a special fund and provided a lot of medical supplies.
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[Feng LIN, alumnus of the Fudan-NTU EMBA Program and President of CIFI Group]

Anta Group donated 10 million yuan to the China Charity Federation for establishing a special fund to commend

and reward frontline medical care workers in Wuhan. [Jie ZHENG, alumnus of the Undergraduate Program of

the School of Management, Fudan University and Executive Director and President of Anta Group]

Shui On Land donated 10 million yuan for procuring medical equipment in short supply, medical care resources,

etc. [Ying WANG, alumna of the EMBA Program of the School of Management, Fudan University and Managing

Director of Shui On Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.]

www.eastmoney.com initiated an emergency decision procedure and decided to donate 5 million yuan for es-

tablishing a special fund through the Eastmoney Charity Foundation under it for supporting relief work of Shang-

hai’s medical care workers supporting Wuhan in the pandemic-stricken area. [Shi QI, alumnus of the EMBA

Program of the School of Management, Fudan University and Chairman and General Manager of www.east-

money.com]

Zhuhai CosMX Group donated 5 million yuan in cash to the China Charity Federation for the work of fighting and

preventing the COVID-19 pandemic on the frontline. [Yanming XU, alumnus of the EMBA Program of the

School of Management, Fudan University and Chairman of Zhuhai CosMX Group]

Times China donated 3 million yuan to the Red Cross Society of China Wuhan Branch for procurement of medi-

cal equipment and supplies in short supply by designated medical institutions for COVID-19 treatment [Zhaox-

iong CEN, alumnus of the EMBA Program of the School of Management, Fudan University and Executive Direc-

tor, Chairman of the Board of Directors and Administrative President of Times China Holdings Limited]

Wanfeng Group donated 1 million yuan in cash to the Zhejiang Provincial Charity Foundation for COVID-19 con-

trol in key areas. [Ailian CHEN, alumna of the EMBA Program of the School of Management, Fudan University

and Chairperson of the Board of Directors of Wanfeng Auto Holdings Group]

Professional cold chain logistics enterprise CJ Rokin led by alumnus Xingming XIONG continued to concentrate

the best transportation resources, contributed to COVID-19 pandemic prevention and control in Wuhan and

performed its responsibilities; Ningbo Asia Logistics led by alumna Lili CHEN undertook transportation of pan-

demic relief supplies voluntarily…

Alumnus Guoxiang HU led all employees of HBM Group Guilin HBM Health Protections, Inc. to work overtime

for production of masks and other protective supplies and drove himself in a long and arduous journey from Gui-

lin to Hubei for transportation of supplies to the pandemic-stricken area; alumnus and Chairman of Chinac Data

Guangbin XU donated 10,000 3M medical masks; alumna and Chairperson of Sunnkay Technologies Co., Ltd.

Jie DONG donated 15,000 Honeywell K-N95 masks and 1,500 pairs of goggles to workers of 15 hospitals in

Wuhan…

Zhejiang Star Greens Agricultural Technology Co., Ltd. led by alumna Yufen YE donated over 90,000 portions of

frozen dry food to hospitals, traffic policemen and volunteers; under alumna Congxiang WANG’s call, alumni ac-

tively participated in fundraising and sent out the first batch of self-heating clay pot rice (13,600 portions) to

medical care workers on the frontline of the fight against the pandemic; alumni of Fudan 2016 EMBA Spring
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Class 4 and the 2013 Fudan-NTU EMBA Program made collective donations…

Many other students and alumni worked busily in the pharmaceutical, logistics, textile, catering, tourism and

other industries or made contact for resources, allocations or problem solving to ensure the country’s safety

with their strength.

Early February -

Times China donated 13 million yuan via the Times Foundation (7 million yuan was used to further support pan-

demic prevention and control in Guangdong Province; 5 million was used to procure a batch of medical supplies

such as high-quality medical masks, anti-sputter goggles and professional protective isolation suits around the

world for the frontline of pandemic prevention; 1 million was donated to the Red Cross Society of China for pan-

demic control and procurement of medical supplies by the China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences). Times

China a total of 16 million yuan worth of funds and medical supplies.

Zhaoxiong CEN, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman and President of Guangzhou Times Prop-

erty Holdings Limited

Bull Group donated 10 million yuan to support COVID-19 prevention and control work and donated over 7,000

wall switch and socket products to the Huoshenshan Hospital under construction to support Wuhan’s fight

against the COVID-19 pandemic. This batch of wall switches and sockets was transported to the hospital and

met medical care workers’need for electricity use on the spot.

Liping RUAN, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Bull Group

Huafon Group actively brought the advantages of its global marketing network and providers of raw materials of

protective supplies into full play, made urgent contact to purchase masks, disinfectants and other pandemic pro-

tection supplies through multiple channels around the world, donated 6 million yuan in batches to support pan-

demic prevention and control on the frontline in Hubei and other places and helped Xiantao, Hubei, Wenzhou,

Zhejiang and other places prevent and control the pandemic, showing the private enterprise’s duty and respon-

sibility with real action.

Feiyu YOU, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Huafon Group

LYFEN gathered 6 million yuan worth of supplies including 60,000 masks to support the frontline of Wuhan con-

tinuously.

Ruifen YU, alumna of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairperson and President of Shanghai Lyfen Co., Ltd.

Jinhui Liquor Co., Ltd. donated 3 million yuan in cash to the Red Cross Society of China via the Jinhui Positive

Energy Charity Foundation for supporting Gansu’s COVID-19 pandemic prevention and control.

Nan DU, alumna of the Fudan EMBA Program, investor in Jinhui Enterprise, founder of the Jinhui Positive Ener-

gy Charity Foundation and Chairperson of Shanghai Huimeng (Group) Co., Ltd.

Roaby Group donated 2.6 million yuan to the Ningbo Charity Federation for supporting medical care workers on
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the frontline of the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.

Bin XU, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Ningbo Roaby Technology Industrial Group Co.,

Ltd

Guangbo Group donated 2.5 million yuan via Ningbo Haishu Charity Federation for COVID-19 pandemic preven-

tion and control, including 500,000 yuan donated specially to the Haishu No. 2 Hospital for supporting frontline

medical care workers in Haishu District to win this war without smoke.

Liping WANG, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Guangbo Group Co., Ltd.

Takeda China donated a total of 2 million yuan worth of funds and supplies via the Chinese Red Cross Founda-

tion for supporting COVID-19 pandemic prevention and control in Wuhan, Hubei Province.

Guohong SHAN, alumnus of the Washington University-Fudan University EMBA Program and President of

Takeda China

Longxin Construction donated 1 million yuan to the Wuhan Qingshan Charity Federation, gathered related sup-

plies according to the list of supplies needed by the Qingshan No. 9 Hospital and delivered them to Qingshan

District in batches to fight the COVID-19 pandemic together.

Zuxin CHEN, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Longxin Construction Group Co., Ltd.

Huamao Group opened the donation channel“Huamao People’s Action for the Fight against the Pandemic”

through the Ningbo Charity Federation and donated 1 million yuan to contribute to the fight against the pandem-

ic.

Lixun XU, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Executive Director of the Board of Directors and President

of Huamao Group

Rural Commercial Bank of Zhangjiagang donated 1 million yuan for procurement of pandemic prevention sup-

plies for the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.

Ying JI, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and President of Rural Commercial Bank of Zhangjiagang

DAPU Asset donated 1 million yuan to the Chinese Red Cross Foundation. The donation was included into the

“Chinese Red Cross Foundation ByteDance Humanitarian Aid Fund for Medical Care Workers”for helping medi-

cal care workers infected on the frontline of COVID-19 pandemic prevention and control.

Keyi YAN, alumnus of the Master & Ph.D. Program of the School of Management, Fudan University and Found-

ing Partner and General Manager of Shanghai DAPU Asset Management Co., Ltd.

Xue Yue Education specially donated 1 million yuan to the Macheng Charity Federation under Guanggang City,
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Hubei Province for procurement of supplies by the Macheng No. 1 People’s Hospital for the fight against COV-

ID-19.

Yan TAO, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Xue Yue Education

Tongzhou Construction General Contracting Group Co., Ltd. donated 1 million yuan for COVID-19 pandemic

prevention and control in Tongzhou District, Nantong.

Xiaohua ZHANG, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Tongzhou Construction General Con-

tracting Group Co., Ltd.

Nantong Si Jian Construction Group Co., Ltd. specially donated 1 million yuan to the Red Cross Society of Tong-

zhou District, Nantong for COVID-19 pandemic prevention and control in Tongzhou District.

Yuhua GENG, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Honorary Chairman of Nantong Si Jian

Qiangjun QU, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Nantong Si Jian

Kedali donated 1 million yuan via the Shenzhen Charity Federation to fully support the work of fighting and con-

trolling the COVID-19 pandemic on the frontline.

Jianli LI, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Shenzhen Kedali Industry Co., Ltd.

Yestar Group specially donated 1.6 million yuan to the Hubei Charity Federation for supporting COVID-19 pan-

demic prevention and control.

Guoxing CHEN, alumnus of the Fudan EMBA Program and Chairman of Yestar Aesthetic Medical Group Co.,

Ltd.

FLORY Group donated 1.0368 million yuan worth of air disinfection machines and oxygen-producing air clean-

ing systems to hospitals in Wuhan, Shanghai, Guangdong and other places and helped hospitals establish

365-day all-weather virus extermination systems and protect medical care workers’health.

Sihua FAN, alumnus of the Fudan MBA Program and Founder and Chairman of FLORY Group

Wu LU, alumnus of the Fudan MBA Program and Founder and General Manager of FLORY Group

Xuezhong HE, alumnus of the Fudan MBA Program and Founder and Director of FLORY Group

The relay of alumni and students of the School of Management in the fight against the pandemic is still updated

continuously. In the face of the pandemic, students and alumni responded quickly or donated medical masks,

protective suits, medical equipment and other urgently needed medical supplies to the frontline of the fight

against the pandemic, supported construction, made logistics allocations, organized production or ensured peo-

ple’s wellbeing, bringing their industries’advantages into full play and actively shouldering social responsibility.
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Achievements The School's achievements in the past

year is the crystallization of the efforts

made by all faculty and students of the

School, which to exert positive influence

on the School's future development.
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Four Programs of the School of Management,
Fudan University Rank among the Top 40 in the World

On October 26, 2020, the UK’s Financial Times (FT) released the ranking of EMBA programs around the world.

Four programs of the School of Management, Fudan University ranked among the top 40 in the world with

overall ranking results steadily improving over the years.

The programs of the School of Management, Fudan University that participated in FT’s global ranking this year

include the Washington University-Fudan University EMBA Program, Fudan EMBA Program, BI Norwegian

Business School-Fudan University MBA Programme and University of Hong Kong-Fudan University IMBA

Programme. The ranking results show: the Washington University-Fudan University EMBA Program ranks

16th?in the world and its academic research ranks 1st in Asia; the Fudan EMBA Program ranks 21st?in the

world and its students’work experience and international faculty members’proportion rank 1st?among Chi-

nese language programs in the world; the BI Norwegian Business School-Fudan University MBA Programme

ranks 27th?in the world and its graduates’salary growth rate ranks 2nd?in the world; the University of Hong

Kong-Fudan University IMBA Programme ranks 37th?in the world and 4th among part-time MBA programs?in

the world.

Rooting in China’s progress, the School continues to make its way to the center of the international stage. The

steady improvement in the four programs’ranking results shows the School’s comprehensive strength

reached new levels successively. The School of Management, Fudan University is the first Chinese mainland

business school to participate in this ranking and has the highest number of participating programs and the

highest number of participating persons among Chinese mainland business schools. Its overall ranking results

continue to improve steadily. These achievements are the result of the development and progress of the

School of Management, Fudan University in many areas and all directions including faculty building, talent culti-

vation, internationalization, etc.

The School of Management, Fudan University also performs well in the international authoritative scientific re-

search rankings especially. In 2020, the UTD Top 100 Business School Research Rankings were released. The

School of Management, Fudan University came 96th worldwide and remained among the global top 100 for

the fifth consecutive year. A total of 18 papers of the School were published in UTD-24 journals, ranking first

in the Chinese mainland. It is worth mentioning that the School has always advocated and encouraged re-

search on the land of China. The proportion of high-level research and achievements made by teachers using

Chinese data and cases published in top international journals has increased year by year. Papers with Chinese

backgrounds published in five years account for nearly 50% on average.

The approval and support of authoritative international rankings not only prove the overall education quality of

the School of Management, Fudan University has reached the world’s advanced level, but also give the School

opportunities to show to the world the new level and new image of China’s management education on behalf

of China.
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School of Management, Fudan University Remains
among the Global Top 100 for the Fifth Consecutive
Year in the UTD Top 100 Business School Research
Rankings

In February 2020, the UTD Top 100 Business School Research Rankings (2015-2019) were released. The

School of Management, Fudan University came 96th worldwide and remained among the global top 100 for

the fifth consecutive year. It is worth mentioning that a total of 18 papers of the School were published in

UTD-24 journals, ranking first in the Chinese mainland.

Having Remained among the Top 10 in Asia for the Longest Time

Among Chinese mainland business schools, the School of Management, Fudan University not only entered the

rankings first, but also has remained among the top 10 in Asia for the longest time. In the UTD rankings re-

leased in 2016, the School comes 99th in the world as the only Chinese mainland business school among the

top 100. In the following three consecutive years, the School ranked among the top 100 in the world, the top

10 in Asia and first in the Chinese mainland.

In recent years, the School continued to improve the scientific research level and achieved remarkable results.

Economics & Business entered the top 1% on the latest ESI discipline rankings released in 2019 thanks to the

School’s important contribution. According to the 2019 QS World University Subject Rankings, in three man-

agement-related disciplinary fields, Fudan University’s Accounting and Finance and Business & Management

Studies ranked among the top 50 in the world, Statistics and Operational Research entered the top 100 in the

world and ranked 54th and Library & Information Management ranked 40th?in the world thanks to the School’

s important contribution.

Encouraging Research on the Land of China

It is worth mentioning that the School has always advocated and encouraged research on the land of China.

The proportion of high-level research and achievements made by teachers using Chinese data and cases pub-

lished in top international journals has increased year by year. Among the papers published in UTD-24 top aca-

demic journals in the five years from 2015 to 2019, papers with Chinese backgrounds account for nearly 50%

on average.

Professor Cheng ZHANG’s paper“Nonlinear Effects of Social Connections and Interactions on Individual Goal

Attainment and Spending: Evidences from Online Gaming Markets”published in 2017 uses Chinese data to

help solve practical problems in China. The study analyzes two sets of more than 5 million users’use and con-

sumption behavior data from Chinese online game companies and finds that social interactions have boundar-
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ies, which reduce their effect. This is manifested by the nonlinear relationship of social interactions’influence

on user participation and consumption of enterprises’products. Although the number of social connections

and the degree of social interaction have a positive relationship with user participation and consumption, dimin-

ishing marginal effect appears after a certain level is reached. The reason is: social connections and social inter-

actions provide significant information support for user participation, but too many social connections and inter-

actions easily lead to information overload, which affects the effect of interactions and weakens user participa-

tion as the degree increases. The research results break with the previous theoretical view that there is a sim-

ple positive linear relationship between social interaction and user participation, quantify the dynamic influence

of social interactions on user participation behavior and prove that social interactions’influence has boundaries.

The research results provide an important revelation for online communities’marketing management: Chinese

enterprises invest a lot of money to build and maintain online social networking and hope to transform it into

more commercial profit, but previous practices focused on“quantity”and ignored“quality”, increasing the cost

of social marketing and continuously lowering the return. This study reveals that Chinese enterprises should

pay more attention to promoting the quality of users’friends, create more effective social commerce with in-

novative thoughts emphasizing quality and improve the efficiency of online community building.

Professor Xiaole WU’s paper“Decision Structure and Performance of Networked Technology Supply Chains”

published in 2018 not only cites Chinese cases, but also provides theoretical guidance for the difficulties in de-

velopment facing China’s related industries. This paper studies related operational decision under networked

supply chains caused by separation of product design from manufacturing. Networked supply chains require

clear design and manufacturing knowledge and standardization. Thus, even though the design and manufactur-

ing functions are undertaken by different companies, they can match seamlessly. In the biotechnology indus-

try, traditional manufacturing technologies are secretive and highly tied to design. The paper mentions WuXi Bi-

ologics’open biological technology platform and argues that the biotechnology industry has corresponding

conditions for emergence of networked supply chains with design separated from manufacturing. Teacher

Xiaole WU’s paper provides reference for Chinese enterprises’management as to whether to form net-

worked supply chains and how to interact with enterprises in supply chains.

Professor Xianghua LU’s paper“Leveraging User-Generated Content for Product Promotion: The Effects of

Firm-Highlighted Reviews”published in 2019 is rooted in Chinese practices, providing solutions for Chinese

practices and promoting development of Chinese e-commerce. The paper focuses on e-commerce business-

es’firm-highlighted review promotion strategies. The study finds that selection of firm-highlighted reviews
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should consider the variance of other common reviews and the reputation of the product itself. When the opin-

ions of other reviews are quite different or the product itself is little known, relatively moderate firm-highlight-

ed reviews rather than absolutely positive contents should be selected. This paper observes promotion modes

generally adopted by businesses and improves and optimizes them through theoretical research. The research

results can effectively help Chinese e-commerce businesses realize refined firm-highlighted review promo-

tion.

Making Gains in All International Authoritative Rankings

While the School’s research rankings won honors on the world stage, good news came that several profes-

sional degree programs of the School appeared in international authoritative rankings. On November 18, 2019,

the UK’s Financial Times released the 2019 ranking of EMBA programs around the world. The School’s three

programs ranked among the top 50 in the world, the highest ranking one being No. 7 worldwide. On January

27, 2020, the UK’s Financial Times released the 2020 ranking of top 100 MBA programs around the world. The

Fudan MBA Program ranked 33rd in the world and 1st among Chinese mainland business schools.

The School’s success in both scientific research and talent cultivation in recent years was the result of contin-

uous bettering of the School’s scientific research environment and continuous augmentation of its compre-

hensive strength. The School has always been committed to taking root in China, conducting research on the

land of China, emphasizing research on and innovation in basic theories of the management discipline, aligning

with international research hotspots and first-class business schools’cases and practices and solving practical

problems emerging in China’s rapid social and economic development. Teachers are encouraged to go deep

into social practices, adopt internationally recognized and standardized research methods and publish

high-quality and truly influential research results based on Chinese management practices. Teachers are en-

couraged to pay attention to the value and significance of research results to China’s social development, eco-

nomic development and human progress, conduct valuable research with emotion and form a number of

high-quality, influential and down-to-earth theoretical research and application results serving China.

The UTD Top 100 Business School Research Rankings released by the University of Texas at Dallas in the Unit-

ed States have become an authoritative indicator for evaluating the international research rankings of business

schools in the world. The rankings are based on the number of papers published in 24 main top academic jour-

nals on business and authors’contribution in the past five years and are released once a year.
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2020 Student Commencement Ceremony
Held by the School

Graduation is a proof, glory, yearning, blessing and departure.

On July 5, 2020, the School of Management, Fudan University officially held the 2020 student commencement

ceremony. Graduates gathered online and Associate Dean of the School of Management, Fudan University

Yimin SUN presided over the ceremony.

This year, the COVID-19 pandemic brought many conveniences to students’study and graduation and at the

same time stimulated their thirst for knowledge and creativity. Students actively participated in online courses,

online exams and online thesis defenses, withstood the test of the COVID-19 pandemic and successfully

completed their studies.

2,171 students in the Undergraduate Program, Master Program (including the Master of Finance Program and

International Business Master Program) and Ph.D. Program of Fudan University, Fudan MBA Program, S3 Asia

MBA Program, Fudan IMBA Program (in cooperation with MIT Sloan School of Management), Fudan EMBA

Program (including the Fudan-NTU EMBA Program), Fudan MPAcc Professional Degree Program, City Univer-

sity of Hong Kong-Fudan University DBA Program, Washington University-Fudan University EMBA Program,

BI Norwegian Business School-Fudan University MBA Programme and University of Hong Kong-Fudan Uni-

versity IMBA Programme graduated from the School this year.

As a graduate said at the beginning, the commencement ceremony held in such a special way also left a

“unique”memory to the graduates. Now, let’s take a look back at the commencement ceremony held by the

School of Management yesterday and cherish the“eternal image”belonging to the students who graduated

in 2020.

Dean of the School of Management, Fudan University Xiongwen LU delivered a speech at the commencement

ceremony. He reminded the students that we had entered an era of disorientation. How could we go through
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thick fog? At the time of the graduates’departure, he told them he still believed that globalization was the

general trend, still believed that peace and development were keynotes in the world, still believed that history

would repeat itself but lessons should not be wasted, still believed in the driving force of ideological emancipa-

tion and technology and still believed in the power of warmth and love among people.

Then, when students prepared to embrace challenges, go through thick fog and contribute to the society, were

they ready? Before helping others, we should be ourselves, but how should we be ourselves? Dean LU gave

several suggestions:

First, you should acquire extensive knowledge, lay a good foundation and stick to lifelong learning.

Second, you should be kind to everyone and always have tolerance and love.

Third, life is limited while knowledge is infinite. You should insist on exploring the unknown and pursuing the

truth.

Fourth, the noble should be deemed as dust and the base should be deemed as gold. You should shape your

own personality and be yourselves.

Fifth, though a scholar should be learned, he must first of all exhibit good conduct. You should work hard and

establish successful careers.

“I hope that with the wisdom and courage you have acquired from Fudan, you can be yourselves and have no

fear in this era. You do not have to take responsibility for the history of the past, but you have to take responsi-

bility for the history of your children. Therefore, you should be yourselves. You are destined to create history.”
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2020“Alumni of the Year”Unveiled: They are
Models for the People of the School of Management

In the torrent of the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, alumni of the School

of Management, Fudan University actively shouldered social responsibilities and perse-

vered and fought with dedication in various ways.

Annual report062 2020

Yesterday afternoon, the School of Management, Fudan University held“Fight against the Pandemic·Re-

sponsibility – Dialogue about Life”& 2020 Alumni of the Year Award Presentation Ceremony.

Professor Shizheng QIAN from the School of Management, Fudan University presided over“Dialogue about

Life”. Vice President of Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University Chouwen ZHU, Deputy Director of the Center for

American Studies, Fudan University Qiang XIN and Dean of the School of Management, Fudan University Xion-

gwen LU gave keynote speeches.

The special plan for 2020“Alumni of the Year”selection was themed“Fight against the Pandemic·Responsi-

bility”. A number of model alumni in the fight against the pandemic were selected, showing the duty and re-

sponsibility of alumni of the School of Management, Fudan University. After online nomination, strict screening

and review, five 2020“Alumni of the Year”were finally chosen. They are: Jinshi CHEN, Zhaoxiong CEN, Ke LI,

Jirong LI and Yiliang TAN.
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Jinshi CHEN

Alumnus of the 2004 Fudan EMBA Program

Chairman of the Board of Directors of Zhongnan Holding Group Co., Ltd.

/ Reason for Winning the Award /

After the pandemic broke out, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Times China Zhaoxiong CEN led all

people at the company to fight the pandemic together, obtained five tons of medical protective materials

worldwide and donated 24 million yuan successively to support the fight against the pandemic and scien-

tific research.

During the pandemic, TimesChina under ZhaoxiongCEN’s leadership confronted difficulties andmade a his-

toric breakthrough in performance. Zhaoxiong CEN contributed to the fight against the pandemic and eco-

nomic recovery after the pandemicwith aChinese entrepreneur’sspecial love for the family and the nation.

Looking back at 2020, Zhaoxiong CEN realized the duty and obligation undertaken by entrepreneurs in

the society. Facing the future, all people at the company will remain true to the original aspirations and

continue to contribute to the motherland and the times with wisdom and earnest efforts.

Zhaoxiong CEN

Alumnus of the 2004 Fudan EMBA Program

Chairman of the Board of Directors of Times China Holdings Limited

/ Reason for Winning the Award /

Hard work and dedication are two labels of Chairman of the Board of Directors of Zhongnan Group Jinshi

CHEN. The enterprise actively practices social responsibility in its development and has donated more

than 1 billion yuan in charity.

At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic broke out in China. Jinshi CHEN demonstrated a Chi-

nese entrepreneur’s duty and responsibility, led the group’s 100,000 employees to plunge into the fight

against the pandemic and donated a total of 23.2 million yuan to support the fight against the pandemic

in Wuhan and other places. At the same time, he withstood the impact of the pandemic and achieved

good results in both the fight against the pandemic and enterprise operations.

Jinshi CHEN is very grateful to the country and society. He always says,“Zhongnan Group and I have the

duty and obligation to help others and give back to the society.”
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Ke LI

Alumna of the 1988 Undergraduate Program

Senior Vice President of BYD

/ Reason for Winning the Award /

As the global fight against the pandemic intensified, Deputy Chief of the Statistics Division of Shanghai

Customs District Jirong LI volunteered to undertake extra duties and go to the frontline of the customs in

protective clothing and led his team to support Pudong’s customs inspection and pandemic prevention

work for months when the pandemic was the most serious.

As a member of Shanghai Customs District, he has the work duty to bravely shoulder responsibilities and

ask for assignment. Guarding China’s gate and keeping the pandemic out is his mission.

As the customs’resolute heroes in harm’s way, Jirong LI and his team have also built the firmest pan-

demic prevention network for China like“white angels”. They and countless pandemic fighters have“re-

stored the splendor of mountains and rivers, the peace of the country and the safety of the people”with

tenacity and dedication.

Jirong LI

Alumnus of the 2011 Fudan MBA Program

Deputy Chief of the Statistics Division of Shanghai Customs District

/ Reason for Winning the Award /

At the time of the pandemic’s spread and global crisis, BYD crossed the boundary to produce anti-pan-

demic materials such as masks at an extraordinary speed with a high sense of social responsibility, rely-

ing on the enterprise’s excellent manufacturing capabilities, R&D capabilities and executive power. Pres-

ident of BYD North America Ke LI opened a path for BYD masks to benefit the world with outstanding

leadership, turned BYD into the world’s largest producer in two months and provided strong support for

the global fight against the pandemic.

In the global fight against the pandemic, Ke LI and BYD created a new legend of Chinese manufacturing,

demonstrating the duty, responsibility and strong vitality of Chinese manufacturing. The“China power”

created by them is becoming the backbone in the global fight against the pandemic and the global eco-

nomic revitalization.
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/ Reason for Winning the Award /

In the face of the pandemic, Chairman of Jiurucheng Elderly Care Industry Group Yiliang TAN having par-

ticipated in national major disaster relief many times confronted difficulties again. He led his team to go

to Wuhan quickly. It became the first nursing home support team to enter the pandemic-stricken area in

China.

In 33 days, he took over seven wards, protected the well-being of 202 elderly people and achieved the

goal of zero pandemic infection. Meanwhile, he compiled a book on Jiurucheng’s successful pandemic

prevention experience and shared it online.

In enterprise management, work for the cause and the fight against the pandemic, Yiliang TAN acted

with determination and passion. Jiurucheng Group under his leadership demonstrated a private enter-

prise’s duty and responsibility. It showed a modern Chinese enterprise’s love for the family and the na-

tion with real action.

Yiliang TAN

Alumnus of the 2006 Fudan EMBA Program

Chairman of Jiangsu Wuxi Jiurucheng Elderly Care Industry Group

“Alumni of the Year”selection launched by the School of Management, Fudan University in 2008 is a

grand event of the School of Management and an indicator of the educational spirit of the School of Man-

agement. In the past 12 years, a total of 48 alumni won this honor representing the School’s unchanging

duty and pursuit.

To signify inheritance, in accordance with the tradition, previous“Alumni of the Year”of the School of

Management, Fudan University generally present awards to new award-winning alumni. Yesterday, pre-

vious“Alumni of the Year”Kejia XIA, Shuzhen PAN, Fei QIU, Yonggang SUN, Xuezhong HE, Sihua FAN,

Wu LU, Yuhua GENG, Kunxiao CHEN and Dong YANG presented awards to the 2020“Alumni of the

Year”together with Dean Xiongwen LU.
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11 Undergraduate Students of the School
Win First and Second Prizes in CUMCM

The results of the 2020 Higher Education Press Cup Contemporary Undergraduate Mathematical Contest in

Modeling (CUMCM) were announced recently. Our School’s students performed very well and 11 students

won prizes in this contest. Tian LIU, Di WU (teammate Qiaole DONG), Xinghao QI, Yi WEI (teammate Wenqian

ZHANG), Yu FENG, Jinqi LUO and Yingchen YU won the National First Prize of the Undergraduate Group. Zhihui

WANG (teammates Yuyang YE and Wenbo DU), Boyu TAN, Tianyu CHEN and Shihan ZHOU won the National

Second Prize of the Undergraduate Group.

Standing Out from among Over 40,000 Teams in CUMCM

CUMCM is the largest basic discipline contest of Chinese institutions of higher learning and the largest mathe-

matical modeling contest in the world.

In 2020, 45,680 teams (41,826 undergraduate teams and 3,854 junior college teams) and more than 130,000

people from 1,470 colleges/campuses in China, the US, the UK and Malaysia participated in the contest. At last,

293 teams won the National First Prize of the Undergraduate Group and 1,201 teams won the National Second

Prize of the Undergraduate Group.

195 teams from 24 schools and departments of Fudan University successfully participated in the contest. Three

teams won the National First Prize and eight teams won the National Second Prize (the total number of a

school’s teams winning the National First Prize and National Second Prize shall not exceed 12). In the contest,

the students of the School of Management demonstrated excellent mathematical ability and obtained out-

standing results.

Founded in 1992 and jointly held by the Department of Higher Education of the Ministry of Education and the

China Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, this contest is one of the first 19 contests included into

the“Ranking of Discipline Contests of Institutions of Higher Learning”. It aims to motivate students to study

mathematics, improve students’comprehensive ability to solve real problems by establishing mathematical

models and using computer technology, foster innovation spirit and collaboration consciousness and promote

college mathematics teaching system, content and method reform.

Continuously Overcoming Difficulties in the Contest

In interviews after the contest, many students said that the contest was quite difficult and that they encoun-
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tered a lot of difficulties while running codes. When Tian LIU and other members ran their code on the last day,

they found that one of the preset parameters was wrong and had to abandon the result obtained after running

the code in the previous night. This was the biggest challenge they faced during the contest. Xinghao QI’s

team also hesitated whether to change the task because of the difficulties in modeling.

The mathematical modeling contest attaches importance to contestants’mathematical ability. In the School’s

daily teaching, teachers integrate the culture of mathematical modeling into courses and carry out detailed case

analysis in combination with modeling exercises.

What impressed Tian LIU the most was the exercise of establishing AH stock valuation models based on stock

market data he attempted while studying the behavioral finance course. The School of Management attaches

importance to solving real problems with theoretical knowledge in the classroom. This characteristic also gave

the students a great advantage in the modeling contest.

Academic interest classes and other second classroom activities organized outside the classroom also benefit-

ed the students a lot. Xinghao QI said frankly:“Academic interest classes opened the door to my new world,

consolidated my R language proficiency and allowed me to dash around in the world of my second major data

science.”

Mathematical Thinking’s Importance Increasingly Prominent

Mathematical modeling mainly consists of three parts: modeling, programming and thesis writing, which are all

necessary abilities in future academic research. No matter which part you participate in, you will learn practical

skills very beneficial to improvement of mathematical ability. The actual effect of mathematical ability as a kind

of soft power might not be obvious in daily life, but mathematical thinking behind mathematical ability can ben-

efit people all their lives.

In Xinghao QI’s opinion, some things that seem to have no technological content in life can be done more effi-

ciently with the help of mathematical thinking – for example, everyone knows how to sort files by date, but af-

ter learning sorting algorithms in the data structure course, one can design a more efficient strategy to do this.

“Mathematical thinking has actually penetrated into every aspect of life and its importance is self-evident.”

Jinqi LUO said that in terms of learning experiences at the School, on the one hand, teachers pay great atten-

tion to gradual progress and orderliness and on the other hand, the learning atmosphere among students is

very contagious and everyone can lay a solid foundation under the two influences. Besides, the School offers

programs such as academic interest classes, which are actually very beneficial to undergraduates lacking scien-

tific research experience, improve mathematical ability and strengthen students’academic thinking.
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Three Major Awards Presented Again on the 15th
Anniversary of the Fudan Premium Fund of Management

On November 13, 2020, the grand 2020 Fudan Management Forum and Fudan Premium Fund of Management

(hereinafter referred to as“Fund”) Award Presentation Ceremony were held in Shanghai.

Jingwen LI, Academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering and Professor at Beijing University of Tech-

nology, won the“Fudan Award for Lifetime Achievements in Management Science”; Zhenming CHEN, Profes-

sor at the School of Public Affairs, Xiamen University and Dean of the School of Public Policy, Jianxing YU,

President of Zhejiang Gongshang University and Professor and Dean of the School of Public Affairs, Zhejiang

University, and Yi ZENG, Professor at the China Center for Economic Research, National School of Develop-

ment at Peking University, won the“Fudan Award for Outstanding Contributions to Management Science”; Ga-

oning NING, Chairman and Party Leadership Group Secretary of Sinochem Group and Chairman and Party Com-

mittee Secretary of China National Chemical Corporation, won the“Fudan Award for Outstanding Contributions

to Corporate Management”.

Since it was established 15 years ago, the Fudan Premium Fund of Management has always been based on the

main business of award winner determination, sticking to global perspectives, attaching importance to social

benefit, exerting extensive and far-reaching influence in the society and strongly promoting Chinese manage-

ment science’s development. In 2020, the Fund continued to uphold the tenet of pushing forward long-term

development of Chinese management science, took award winner determination work as the core, combined

the nomination system and declaration system, further improved the award winner determination system and

review methods and selected a number of excellent management scholars and entrepreneurs.

The Fudan Premium Fund of Management (hereinafter referred to as Fund), the first premium fund in the field

of management science established by Chinese, was founded by Former Member of the Standing Committee

of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee and Former Vice-Premier of the State Council Lanqing LI

in September 2005. Soon after its establishment, the Fund determined the tenet of“combining theory and

practice closely to push forward long-term development of Chinese management science”and clearly pro-

posed“To truly solve Chinese management problems and to let Chinese have say and equal participation right

for management problems involving themselves in the world, we must still rely on Chinese in the end.”

The Fund established three Fudan management awards. The“Fudan Award for Outstanding Contributions to
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Management Science”is intended to encourage management talents to study with great concentration and

practice bravely and enhance the global academic status and influence of Chinese management science. Since

2006, 41 scholars and practitioners have won the award for their outstanding contributions in the fields of man-

agement science and engineering, business administration and public management. The Fund added the“Fu-

dan Award for Lifetime Achievements in Management Science”in 2012 for pioneers in the field of Chinese

management science or founders of management studies and Yuanzhang LIU, Jiaji FU, Siwei CHENG, Yingluo

WANG, Shuzhang XIA, Zhongtuo WANG, Dongshui SU and Chunjun ZHAO won the award successively. The

Fund established the“Fudan Award for Outstanding Contributions to Corporate Management”in 2014 for en-

trepreneurs or enterprise managers having made outstanding contributions in the field of Chinese enterprise

management practice and Ruimin ZHANG, Yun MA, Chuanzhi LIU, Huateng MA, Mingzhu DONG and Jun LEI

won the award successively. Previously, Zhengfei REN also won the“Fudan Award for Outstanding Contribu-

tions to Management Science”as a representative of entrepreneurs.

In recent years, the Fund always stuck to global perspectives, tried to turn the forums hosted by it into grand

management science events with international influence and actively carried out spectacular industry-universi-

ty-research exchange activities in diverse forms. Apart from the“Fudan Management Forum”, it participated in

hosting a series of grand management science events with international influence such as the“Parallel Forum

of China Top 500 Enterprises Summit”,“Chinese Management Science Excellent Youth Forum”,“Annual

Meeting of the Society of Management Science and Engineering of China”and“Chinese Academy of Manage-

ment Annual Conference”, which set up a stage for Chinese and overseas experts and scholars in the field of

management science and well-known entrepreneurs to learn from each other by exchanging views.

The Fund always attached importance to social benefit, tried to turn a series of public welfare projects into im-

portant brands of Chinese management theory and practical result dissemination, carried out the“Interviews

with China’s Outstanding Entrepreneurs on Management Thoughts”project together with the Institute of Ori-

ental Management, Fudan University and China Business News, systematically summarized the management

wisdom and management thoughts of China’s outstanding entrepreneurs and contributed oriental manage-

ment wisdom to the world.

This year marks the 15th anniversary of the Fudan Premium Fund of Management. Standing at the historical

juncture of the“two centenary goals”, the Fund will remain true to the original aspiration and keep the mission

firmly in mind, continue to give full play to its role in“bridging, leadership and empowerment”, more actively

serve the building of the Chinese management science discipline, talent training, thought dissemination, etc.,

encourage and guide more management scholars to study new situations and new problems based on China’s

management practice, reveal new characteristics and laws and summarize new ideas and new thoughts, let

management science with Chinese characteristics play a larger role in the new journey toward promoting

high-quality development and fully building a modern socialist country and contribute more Chinese manage-

ment wisdom and management thoughts to the world.
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2020“Seeing China”High-level Thought
Forum Held Ceremoniously

On November 16, 2020, the 2020“Seeing China”High-level Thought Forum pooling new business thoughts and

exploring new business trends came to a successful end in Shanghai. This forum was jointly hosted by the

School of Management, Fudan University, Fudan Development Institute and AliResearch. Focusing on the

theme of“Reboot and Acceleration”, the forum consisted of two parts:“Day Talk”and“Night Talk”. Experts and

entrepreneurs from academia and industry gathered and shared their views and thoughts.

In the link of“Night Talk”, Professor and Dean of the School of Management, Fudan University Xiongwen LU and

Chairman and CEO of Alibaba Group Yong ZHANG had a dialogue and made a great analysis and interpretation of

the new phenomena and new trends that emerged on the 2020 Double 11 Day and the evolution of new groups,

new processes and new species. Through in-depth communication, the two guests from industry and academia

pointed out future development trends in the field of digital commerce and brought the most enlightening fron-

tier business thoughts to the attendants so as to let Chinese enterprises see farther and advance more steadily in

the field of digital commerce.

Dean Xiongwen LU first made an in-depth interpretation of China’s course of digitization in 2020. He pointed out

that the transaction volume hit a new high again on this year’s Double 11 Day, reflecting the recovery of China’s

economy and people’s confidence in the market. Behind this was actually the digital economy’s continuous de-

velopment. Whether it is upgrading of traditional enterprises or breakthrough development of science and tech-

nology innovation enterprises, there are a lot of supporting digital technologies, which put forward higher require-

ments for the whole digital technology platform. Every industry’s course of digitization was accelerated especial-

ly because of this year’s pandemic.

Dean Xiongwen LU also talked about business schools’innovative transformation of talent cultivation. Modern

business changes rapidly and transformation of talent cultivation is needed urgently. What kind of talents should

business schools provide for enterprises? In response to this question, Dean Xiongwen LU said that by reviewing

the 40-years history of China’s reform and opening up, we could find that business schools developed rapidly,

cultivated a large number of professional management talents and made important contributions to China’s eco-

nomic and social development. In the meantime, today’s Chinese business schools are constantly seeking inno-

vation and change to adapt to and meet new talent needs of the society. He also stressed that while studying at

business schools, enterprise executives and professional managers should master knowledge systems and,
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more importantly, develop their learning ability. They should know how to study, tap and explore new knowledge

and have very broad vision and very strong ability so as to lead their enterprises towards the future.

On the day of the forum, Professor Liyin JIN from the Department of Marketing of the School of Management,

Fudan University and Professor Xianghua LU from the Department of Information Management and Information

Systems attended the link of“Day Talk”and shared their insights at two roundtable forums themed“Digital Com-

merce: Reboot and Acceleration”and“Digital Infrastructure: From Connection to Co-creation”.

Professor Liyin JIN first pointed out that due to the pandemic, the supply-demand matching and channeling rela-

tionship between enterprises and consumers changed, forcing enterprises to make adjustments in line with

changes in consumer demand. Those enterprises that respond to digitalization quickly can better serve these

consumers and capture consumers’demand signals, so they can realize better transactions.

On this basis, Professor Liyin JIN further said that the importance of traditional business locations might vary.

Satisfaction of some service demand cannot be completely replaced by online transactions and still requires a

specific site for realization. Nevertheless, for some immediate demand scenarios, locations might become less

important. In the future, far-field demand and near-field demand will continue to merge so as to satisfy con-

sumers’demand in the most convenient way.

。

Professor Xianghua LU focused on her insights into digital transformation. In her opinion, the essence of digitiza-

tion is a perception-response model. With the development of intelligent technology and under the influence of

this year’s pandemic, the frequency of the perception-response model is increasingly fast, its range of coverage

is increasingly wide and even the granularity of perception is increasingly fine. To judge the level of an enterprise’

s digital capabilities, we need to see how wide its perception-response range is, how fast it is, how fine its gran-

ularity is and how strong its decision and action ability is.

If information technology companies in the past needed to perceive consumers, consumption data, brand imag-

es, etc., today’s digitalization requires perception of highly diverse consumers, which puts forward higher re-

quirements on enterprises’digital capabilities. Professor Xianghua LU concluded: digitalization remains the same

despite all apparent changes. How enterprises better use technologies to perceive consumers’needs and re-

spond more effectively and quickly is the foundation of digitalization.
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Third Venture Capital Summit of the School Held

On November 29, 2020, the Third Venture Capital Summit of the School of Management, Fudan University

themed“Sci-tech Innovation Brings a Better Future”was successfully held to explore solutions with collective

wisdom.

Today’s world is undergoing profound changes unseen in a century, competition among international forces is in-

tensifying, international environment is increasingly complex, instability and uncertainty are obviously greater and

a new round of science and technology revolution and industrial change is developing in depth. It can be said that

whoever seizes decisive opportunities in sci-tech innovation can win the future. Under the new situation, how

can domestic sci-tech innovation enterprises and capital make breakthroughs first and deploy for the future? The

Third Venture Capital Summit focused on the field of sci-tech innovation and prospectively interpreted the macro

economy, capital market, technology research and development and other aspects through in-depth thinking.

Emcee of Shanghai China Business News Media Co., Ltd. and alumna Ye LIU served as emcee during the open-

ing forum of this summit. Dean and Professor of the School of Management, Fudan University Xiongwen LU

gave an opening speech. He fully emphasized the important role of sci-tech innovation, analyzed the far-reach-

ing influence of sci-tech innovation and interpreted the profound meaning of“Sci-tech Innovation Brings a Bet-

ter Future”in the speech. Meanwhile, he said that the School of Management, Fudan University had already car-

ried out research in the field of sci-tech innovation and would continue to strengthen research in the field of

sci-tech innovation in the future. Research on management theory and practice in the field of sci-tech innova-

tion will also become an important strategic direction of the School facing the future and promote Chinese

sci-tech innovation’s development and progress.

Views and Dialogues: Long-term Value of Sci-tech Innovation

After the link of speech presentation, four important guests from investment circles and corporate circles gave

keynote speeches successively.

Chairman of AGIC Capital Hongping CAI first shared his thoughts on investment and sci-tech innovation in the

post-pandemic era. In his opinion, the world is undergoing anti-ecological development and many phenomena

violating past economic laws are happening globally. For example, release of liquidity by various countries’banks

leads to bubbles in capital markets. In such chaos, investors must accurately grasp the essence of economic and

industrial development, embrace the tide of sci-tech innovation, take science and technology development in-

stead of money as guide, truly use the power of capital markets to promote development of sci-tech innovation

and build a bright future for mankind together.

Then, Chairman of China Conch Venture Holdings Co., Ltd. Jingbin GUO gave a speech themed“Value and
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Sci-tech Innovation”. He summarized keys to investment based on the successful experience of Conch Cement.

With regard to Conch Venture focusing on the environmental protection industry, he pointed out confidently that

sci-tech innovation and technology application would bring huge room for imagination to the environmental pro-

tection industry’s development.

Former Chairperson of Bright Dairy & Food Jiafen WANG analyzed the essentials of quality investment from the

perspective of synergy between corporate innovation and capital. With diverse entrepreneur and investor career

experiences, she has a profound understanding of the relationship between enterprises and capital. In her opin-

ion, both enterprises and capital should uphold long-termism and value-centrism and guide the society towards

progress and kindness through continuous innovation.

At the end of the opening forum, Co-founder of Dianping Wei LONG reviewed the course of Meituan Dianping’s

development in the capital market and briefly introduced his logic of investment in science and technology

start-ups. NowMr. Wei LONG has set up Dianliang Fund and made extensive deployments in the sci-tech inno-

vation industry.

Industrial Insights: Capital Markets and Four Popular Industries

The speeches by Director-general of the Alumni Venture Capital Club of the School of Management, Fudan Uni-

versity and alumnus Weili DENG and President of the Fudan EMBA Venture Capital Association and alumna Wei

CHEN kicked off the focus sub-forum of this Venture Capital Summit.

In 2020, the Chinese capital market underwent sudden changes. In particular, the launch of the Sci-tech Innova-

tion Board and the implementation of the Growth Enterprise Board registration system, the New Third Board se-

lection layer and other systems injected new vitality into the Chinese capital market’s development. Focusing on

the prospects of sci-tech innovation, valuation of sci-tech enterprises, investment strategies and other issues,

Founding Management Partner of Vstar Capital and alumna Jiong JIN, President of SIMIC Holdings, President of

Shanghai Internet-of-Things Venture Capital Fund and alumnus Xi QIN, Founding Partner of Royalsea Capital

and alumnus Hongliang SHEN, Partner of YF Capital and alumnus Yikai ZHU and Managing Director of CICC Capi-

tal Qing ZHANG shared their views with Partner of Oriental Fortune Capital and alumnaWei CHEN as moderator.

They pointed out that development of sci-tech innovation enterprises and improvement of the capital market

complement each other. With the improvement of mechanisms and the influx of resources, the future of the

Sci-tech Innovation Board is still promising. Secondly, valuation of sci-tech innovation enterprises should not

just focus on initial losses, which are not fearsome. Sci-tech innovation enterprises worth investing in should

have reliable technological competitiveness and promising development prospects. Investment is for“value”.
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Then, start-up entrepreneurs in the popular fields of medical and health care, artificial intelligence, chip manufac-

turing and industrial Internet had dialogues on industry prospects, capital guidance and other issues with inves-

tors.

Based on the characteristics of third-party imaging centers, Founding Management Partner of Vstar Capital and

alumna Jiong JIN thought that enterprises must be professional and adhere to the path of attaching importance

to assets, human resources and technologies. Then, Founder and CEO of Panorama Medical Imaging Technolo-

gy Co., Ltd. and alumnus Peiming JU shared how he aimed at entry points and selected business models in the

field of medical and health care. Regarding the industry’s overall development, he pointed out that development

of private medical care requires not only teaching, learning and research support, but also fuller integration with

the national public medical care system. Using private and social forces to accelerate medical technology innova-

tion and application and benefit more people is not only a trend, but also a mission.

Partner of YF Capital and alumnus Yikai ZHU said frankly that the artificial intelligence industry had developed into

a mature track. Technology is no longer a problem and scenario application is the link where various sci-tech in-

novation enterprises need to work hard. Founder and CEO of Leyan Technologies and alumnus Libin SHEN also

thought that for an AI service enterprise, the most important thing is effective application of technologies in spe-

cific scenarios. Through three years of accumulation, Leyan has formed a set of standardized solutions in the field

of intelligent customer services. With the e-commerce industry as the starting point, Leyan’s business is gradu-

ally penetrating into industries such as education, medical care and government affairs.

President of SIMIC Holdings and alumnus Xi QIN and CEO of QST Zhen SUN reported the status quo of invest-

ment in and development of the chip manufacturing sector in a speech titled“Path of the Chinese High-tech In-

dustry’s Integrated Circuit Innovation and Development”. Zhen SUN also put forward QST’s vision: making ef-

forts for scientific research and innovation, gradually changing from a traditional chip manufacturing company to a

digital platform company and serving the building and development of the Internet of Things.

Partner of Oriental Fortune Capital Yongzhe GU made a comparison with the United States and pointed out that

China’s urbanization and digitalization were developing rapidly, providing a good foundation for product Internet

and corporate management innovation. CEO of Paraview Software Mr. Xiang TAN shared digital transformation

of traditional enterprises under the tide of industrial Internet. Under the trends of Internet and intelligence, tradi-

tional enterprises must implement digital transformation, which not only involves users, products and IT sys-

tems, but also is a major change and innovation in business models and organizational systems. With full popu-

larization of digital technologies, China’s industrial Internet will enter a golden age.

The Venture Capital Summit of the School of Management, Fudan University hosted by the Alumni Center of the

School of Management, Fudan University is a high-quality venture capital exchange platform built together with

the Alumni Venture Capital Club of the School of Management, Fudan University and Fudan EMBA Venture Capi-

tal Association. The summit with the tenet of“expanding the future with venture capital”sets up channels and

platforms for investors and entrepreneurs to exchange information and share views, helping Fudan’s entrepre-

neur alumni lead corporate development and create outstanding value.
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Overview From faculty to scientific research, from structure of depart-

ments and disciplines to the list of forums, from the number of

students to the list of international cooperative schools, here you

can find School’s new changes in 2020.



2020 Faculty Members 2020 Faculty Members New Faculty Members in

2020 Three Faculty members Received the School’s Highest Honor List of

2020 Excellent Teachers Departments Degree Programs Names of re-

search centers List of Members of the School’s Committees and Leading

Groups List of Publications in International Journals 2020 Workshop &

Workplace Dialogue & Career Talk & Practice Course International Part-

ner Schools
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Proportion of faculty members from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan and foreign countries (specific

to the region)

32 Assistant Professors

56 Professors

64 Associate Professors

2020 Faculty Members

147 Doctors 5Others
（59 doctors obtained
their doctoral degrees
overseas）

Faculty Members
（the School has 152
faculty members in total）

Canada
（4）

Taiwan,China
（1）

HongKong,China
（4）

Singapore
（1）

Netherlands
（1）

America
（5）
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Educational Background

Ph.D, Economics, Bocconi University, ITA

Master, Systems Engineering, Beijing Jiao-

tong University

Li Junye
Professor

Department of

Finance

Research Field

Empirical Asset Pricing, Financial

Econometrics, Financial Data Ana-

lytics

New Faculty Members in 2020

Educational Background
Ph.D, Information Systems, The Hong Kong University of

Science and Technology, HK

Master, Information Systems, The Hong Kong University of

Science and Technology, HK

Bachelor, e-Commerce Engineering with Law, Beijing Uni-

versity of Posts and Telecommunications

Bachelor, e-Commerce Engineering with Law, Queen

Mary University of London, UK

Li Gen
Assistant Professor
Department of
Information
Management and
Information
Systems Systems

Research Field

Crowdfunding, Knowledge Com-

munities, Financial Technologies

Educational Background

Ph.D, Management Science & Engineering,

Tsinghua University

Bachelor, Industrial Engineering, Tsinghua

University

Yu Jiayi
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Management

Science

Research Field

Operations Management, Public

Policy, Supply Chain Manage-

ment, Socially Responsible Oper-

ations, Sharing Economy

Educational Background

Ph.D, Innovation & Information Manage-

ment, The University of Hong Kong, HK

Bachelor, Information Management & Infor-

mation Systems, Beihang University

Li Wenwen
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Information

Management and

Information

Systems

Research Field

Data Analytics, Machine Learning,

Business Intelligence, Social Me-

dia, Healthcare Management

Educational Background

Ph.D, Industrial Engineering & Logistics

Management, The Hong Kong University of

Science and Technology, HK

Bachelor, Economics, Peking University

Bachelor, Mathematics, Peking University

Xu Zhen
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Management

Science

Research Field

Operations Research & Logistics

Management, Healthcare, Reve-

nue Management
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Educational Background

Ph.D, Information Systems, Nanyang Tech-

nological University, SGP

Master, Business Information Systems, City

University of Hong Kong, HK

Bachelor, Electronic Commerce, Shanghai

University of Finance and Economics

Zhang Nila
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Information

Management and

Information

Systems

Research Field

Digital Innovation, Online Labor

Market, Financial Technology,

Economics of Information Sys-

tems, Business Analytics (Data

Mining)

New Faculty Members in 2020

Educational Background

Ph.D, Statistics, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong, HK
Master, Risk Management Science, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, HK
Bachelor, Econometric Finance & Risk Man-
agement Science, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong, HK

Feng Xiangnan
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Statistics

Research Field

Latent Variable Models, Function-
al and Imaging Data Analysis, Big
Data and Complex Data Analysis
using Bayesian Methods, Statisti-
cal Modeling in Word of Mouth,
Crowdfunding, and Mobile Mar-
keting

Educational Background

Ph.D, Statistics, University of Wiscon-

sin-Madison, USA

Bachelor, Statistics, Peking University

Wu Shang
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Statistics

Research Field

Machine Learning, Stochastic

Control, Finance Econometrics &

Statistics, Quantum Computing

Educational Background

Ph.D, Mathematics, University of Southern

California, USA

Bachelor, Mathematics, McGill University,

CAN

Gang Bowen
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Statistics

Research Field

Large Scale Multiple Testing, High

Dimensional Classification, High

Dimensional Estimation
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Educational Background

Ph.D, Human Resources & Industrial Rela-

tions, Michigan State University, USA

Master, Human Resources & Industrial Re-

lations, Michigan State University, USA

Bachelor, Psychology, South China Normal

University

Wu Dongyuan
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Business

Administration

Research Field

Organizational Behavior and Hu-

man Resources, Leadership, Di-

versity and Inclusion, Cross-cul-

tural Management

New Faculty Members in 2020

Educational Background

Ph.D, Probability & Mathematical Statistics,

Fudan University

Bachelor, Statistics, Shandong University

Liu Bin
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Statistics

Research Field

High Dimensional Data Analysis,

Change Point Analysis, Da-

ta-Adaptive Test, Gaussian Ap-

proximation & Bootstrap, Robust

Method

Educational Background

Ph.D, Industrial Economics, Fudan University

Bachelor, Finance, Sun Yat-sen University

Gu Dingwei
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Industrial

Economics

Research Field

Industrial Organization, Platform

Economics, Vertically Related In-

dustry, Anti-trust

Educational Background
Ph.D, Development Economics, School of Oriental

and African Studies (SOAS), University of London,

UK

Master, Economics and Management, The London

School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Bachelor, Management, The London School of

Economics and Political Science, UK

Shen Huangnan
Assistant

Professor

Department of

Industrial

Economics

Research Field

Development Economics, Indus-

trial Economics, Political Econo-

my, Organizational Economics, In-

ternational Trade
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/ Reason for winning the award /

School of Management Distinguished Professor Award since its inception, we have been dedicated in

recognition of outstanding achievements made in education, scientific research, and made an outstand-

ing contribution to the development of excellent School of Management professor.

Professor Changjiang Lyu mainly engages in teaching of and scientific research on accounting and capital

markets and management accounting. In terms of teaching, Professor Changjiang Lyu offers courses for

students in the undergraduate, integrated M.A. and Ph.D., MPAcc, EMBA and DBA programs every year,

taking teaching as the foundation of education. As the dean in charge of bachelor, master and education,

he has organized and guided undergraduate, master and Ph.D. students to provide educational support

for national-level poverty-stricken counties for six consecutive years since 2014.

In terms of postgraduate education, seven Ph.D. students graduated under Professor Changjiang Lyu’s

supervision in the past five years and most of them worked at institutions of higher learning. Among

them, four graduates of 2019 successfully obtained grants under Natural Science Foundation of China

youth projects with their Ph.D. theses as basis.

In terms of scientific research, Professor Changjiang Lyu published eight papers in important domestic

and international academic journals focusing on issues of Chinese listed companies’accounting and cap-

ital markets, ranking high among Chinese accounting scholars. Professor Changjiang Lyu was included

into the“Chang Jiang Scholars Program”of the Ministry of Education as Distinguished Professor in 2020

and became the first high-end talent at the School of Management.

In view of Professor Changjiang Lyu’s outstanding achievements in professional teaching and scientific

research, the 2020 Outstanding Professor’s Contribution Award of the School of Management was con-

ferred on Professor Changjiang Lyu.

Winner of the 2020 Outstanding Professor’s Contribution Award of

the School of Management: Professor Changjiang Lyu
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/ Reason for winning the award /

In the school year of 2019-2020, Professor Pinliang LUO shouldered the work of teaching 16 courses of

the School, covering the undergraduate, M.A., Ph.D., MPAcc, MBA, EMBA and other programs and rank-

ing high in terms of the number of courses and the extensiveness of teaching programs in the School.

Professor Pinliang LUO not only explained profound principles of economics in simple terms in the course

of teaching, but also constantly updated course contents and teaching cases and timely followed the latest

trends in domestic and foreign economic policies and economic development. His teaching effect was

highly praised by students in all programs.

Therefore, the 2020 Excellent Teaching Award of the School of Management was conferred on Professor

Pinliang LUO.

Winner of the 2020 Excellent Teaching Award of the School of

Management: Professor Pinliang LUO
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/ Reason for winning the award /

The 2020 Excellent Scientific Research Award of the School of Management was conferred on a very ex-

cellent young researcher. In the past year, she engaged in scientific research tirelessly, forged ahead en-

terprisingly and demonstrated the special vitality and enterprising spirit of a young researcher with her

unremitting efforts. She is Professor Yin XIA from the Department of Statistics of the School.

Professor Yin XIA graduated from the Department of Mathematics, Zhejiang University, received a Ph.D.

degree in statistics from University of Pennsylvania, USA, then worked at the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill for three years, returned to China in 2016 and joined the School of Management under the

National Thousand Youth Talents Plan in June 2016.

Professor Yin XIA’s research directions include high-dimensional big data statistical inference,

large-scale multiple hypothesis testing, etc. She has made a series of important achievements with her

cooperators.

In the past year, Professor Yin XIA’s“high-dimensional statistical inference”project was included into

the Science Fund Program for Distinguished Young Scholars of the National Natural Science Foundation

of China and at the same time won the Eighth Youth Achievement Award for Outstanding Scientific Re-

search Achievements of Institutions of Higher Learning. In 2020, Professor Yin XIA published a total of

three international Category A+ papers and one international Category A paper as first author or corre-

sponding author. While engaging in research, she remained true to the original aspirations, made unre-

mitting efforts and contributed a young teacher’s solid strength to the School’s scientific research de-

velopment.

Therefore, the 2020 Excellent Scientific Research Award of the School of Management was conferred on

Professor Yin XIA.

Winner of the 2020 Excellent Scientific Research Award of the School of

Management: Professor Yin XIA
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/ Reason for winning the award /

Associate Professor Lin TIAN with a solid academic foundation and outstanding research ability pursues

studies rigorously and steadily. After returning to his alma mater to teach in 2018, he always concentrated

on research and forged ahead enterprisingly in research directions such as sharing economy (collaborative

consumption), information sharing and e-commerce platform models. In 2020, Associate Professor Lin

TIAN published a total of three high-level papers with excellent grades, including two international Catego-

ry A- journal papers and one domestic Category A+ journal paper published as first author or correspond-

ing author. In addition, the“operation optimization research facing platform models”project in the Science

Fund Program for Distinguished Young Scholars of the National Natural Science Foundation of China he un-

dertook as person-in-charge was officially launched in 2020; he also received the Eighth Youth Achieve-

ment Award for Outstanding Scientific Research Achievements of Institutions of Higher Learning in 2020.

In teaching work, Associate Professor Lin TIAN undertook basic undergraduate courses such as linear al-

gebra and operations research and obtained high-ranking teaching evaluation results. Very considerate to-

wards students, Associate Professor Lin TIAN works steadfastly and diligently, leads undergraduates to

discover the fun of linear algebra and operations research and helps students lay a solid foundation. His

courses are liked and praised by all students.

In view of Associate Professor Lin TIAN’s excellent performance in scientific research and teaching, the

2020 New Young Star Teacher Award of the School of Management was conferred on Associate Professor

Lin TIAN.

Winner of the 2020 New Young Star Teacher Award of the School of

Management: Associate Professor Lin TIAN
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List of 2020 Excellent Teachers

Management Science Xiangfeng CHEN

Management Science Yue DAI

Management Science Tianjun FENG

Management Science Jianqiang HU

Information Management and Information Systems Xueqi WEI

Information Management and Information Systems Cheng ZHANG

Statistics Deyuan LI

Statistics Yin XIA

Finance Yan LUO

Finance Na ZHANG

Accounting Chenkai NI

Business Administration Tian WEI

Business Administration Qinqin ZHENG

Marketing Xiucheng FAN

Marketing Liyin JIN

Industrial Economics Jiajia CONG

Industrial Economics Pinliang LUO

Marketing Weitao ZHAO
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Names of research centers

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Departments

Departments of School of

Management at Fudan University

Department of Finance

Department of Industrial Economics

Department of Management Science

Department of Accounting

Department of Business Administration

Department of Marketing

Department of Statistics

Department of Inforamtion

Management and Information Systems

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Degree Programs

Programs

Bachelor

MSC

Ph.D

MBA Program

MPAcc Program

EMBA Program

Fudan-HKU IMBA Program

Fudan-BI MBA Program

Fudan University - Washington University

EMBA Program

DBA Program

DDIM Program / GMIM Program

Master of Finance Program

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Name

Shanghai Municipal People’s Government Decision Consulting

Research Base Leading Figure Workroom

Fudan University Center for Global Sci-tech Talent Development

Research

Shanghai Logistics Institute

Institute of Oriental Management, Fudan University

Fudan University Center for China Market Research

Fudan University Institute for Industrial Economics

Fudan University Center for Service Marketing and Management

Fudan University Center for International Business Management

Research

Institute of the Sixth Industry, Fudan University

Fudan University Center for Business Development and

Management Innovation

Fudan University Institute for Business Administration

Fudan University Institute for Human Resources Management

Center for Housing Policy Studies, Fudan University

Chinese Financial Consumer Protection Research Center

Non-performing Assets Research Center of the School of

Management, Fudan University

Institute of Commerce Civilization and Commons of the School of

Management, Fudan University

Big Health Entrepreneurship and Talent Development Center of the

School of Management, Fudan University

Fudan University Great Wisdom Financial Engineering Laboratory

Center for Entrepreneurship & Venture Capital Research

Center for E-commerce Research

Center for International Supply Chain and Finance Research

Education and Research Center for Young Entrepreneurs

Global Research Center for Financial Marketing and Customer

Responsibility

Center for Business Analysis and Operation Innovation Research

Center for Statistical Consulting and Research

Center for Smart City Research

Center for Business Decision-making and Operational Analysis

Research

Center for Corporate Finance and Capital Market (Fintech) Research

Data-Driven Management Decision-Making Research Center

Research Center for Decision-Making and Behavioral Science
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List of Members of the School’s Committees and Leading Groups

Academic Committee

Director: (vacant)

Deputy directors: Ming ZHENG, Yifan XU

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Jianqiao HONG, Liyin JIN, Kemin WANG, Cheng ZHANG,

Zhongyi ZHU, Mingjie RUI

Secretary: Cheng CHEN

Degree Appraisal Subcommittee /Graduate Education

Supervisory Committee

Chairman: Changjiang Lyu

Vice chairmen: Zhiwen YIN, Ming ZHENG

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Xiangfeng CHEN, Longzhen FAN, Xiucheng FAN, Pinliang

LUO, Yong SU, Yunjie XU, Xinsheng ZHANG

Secretary: Kai MI

Professional Degree Education Steering Committee

Chairman: Xiongwen LU

Vice chairmen: Zhiwen YIN, Ming ZHENG

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Jiming BAO, Xiangfeng CHEN, Jianbing HUANG, Lihua

HUANG, Qingyun JIANG, Ruoshan LI, Hong LING, Hetong

LOU, Xin’e QI, Shizheng QIAN, Mingchuan REN, Yong SU,

Qian SUN, Yimin SUN

Secretary: Guobin Lyu

Teacher Behavior Standardization Committee

Director: Yaopeng LI

Deputy directors: Changjiang Lyu, Yaohua YE

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Pei HUANG, Deyuan LI, Yuanpeng LI, Pinliang LUO,

Jiangang XU, Chenghong ZHANG, Qinqin ZHENG,

Rong ZHOU

Senior Professional Post Assessment Committee

Director: Xiongwen LU

Deputy director: Yaopeng LI

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Jianqiao HONG, Liyin JIN, Changjiang Lyu, Kemin WANG,

Mingjie RUI, Yifan XU, Cheng ZHANG, Ming ZHENG,

Zhongyi ZHU

Discipline Development Leading Group

Director: Xiongwen LU

Deputy directors: Ming ZHENG, Mingjie RUI, Yifan XU

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Jianqiao HONG, Qingyun JIANG, Hong LING, Yong SU,

Qian SUN, Xinsheng ZHANG

Undergraduate Education Steering Committee

Chairman: Changjiang Lyu

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)
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Xiangfeng CHEN, Liyin JIN, Pinliang LUO, Kemin WANG,

Zhiguo XIAO, Yunjie XU, Zhihan XU, Qinqin ZHENG

Secretary: Ying XIE

Faculty Development Leading Group

Director: Xiongwen LU

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Xiucheng FAN, Jianqiang HU, Yaopeng LI, Changjiang Lyu,

Hong LING, Ming ZHENG, Jian ZHOU

Tutorship Program Steering Committee

Director: Xiongwen LU

Deputy directors: Yaopeng LI, Changjiang Lyu

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Jianqiao HONG, Qingyun JIANG, Hong LING, Mingjie RUI,

Yong SU, Qian SUN, Yifan XU, Weitao ZHAO, Xinsheng

ZHANG

Secretary-general: Weitao ZHAO

Audit and Budget Committee

Director: Changjiang Lyu

Deputy director: Yaohua YE

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Zheng HUANG, Fangzhen LIU, Hetong LOU, Tianjing XU

Secretary-general: Tianjing XU

Faculty Senate

Chairman: Hong LING

Vice chairmen: Jianqiang HU, Xiucheng FAN

Case Academic Committee

Chairman: Yimin SUN

Members: (in alphabetical order by surname)

Chao CHEN, Xiucheng FAN, Da HUANG, Jianbing HUANG,

Lingfang LI, Xianghua LU, Yan LUO, Pinliang LUO, Jinyun

SUN, Anyu WANG, Youwei WANG, Tian WEI

School of Management Sci-tech Innovation Management

Research and Education Development Leading Group

Director: Xiongwen LU

Deputy directors: Yaopeng LI, Jian ZHOU

Members: Yimin SUN, Zhiwen YIN, Changjiang Lyu, Ming

ZHENG, Yaohua YE, Weitao ZHAO

Expert Committee of the Special Research Project for

Sci-tech Innovation Enterprise Management Issues (in

alphabetical order by surname)

Xiucheng FAN, Jianqiang HU, Hong LING, Xiongwen LU,

Changjiang Lyu, Shizheng QIAN, Ming ZHENG
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A balancing act of regulating on-demand ride services

Online demand fulfillment under limited flexibility

Prosocial compliance in P2P lending: a natural field experiment

Prosocial compliance in P2P lending: a natural field experiment

Distributionally robust selection of the best

Inflexible repositioning: Commitment in competition and uncertainty

Technical note—central limit theorems for estimated functions at estimated points

Simultaneous covariance inference for multimodal integrative analysis

A unified data-adaptive framework for high dimensional change point detection

A unified data-adaptive framework for high dimensional change point detection

Regression analysis of doubly truncated data

Regression analysis of doubly truncated data

LAWS: A locally adaptive weighting and screening approach to spatial multiple testing

Heterocedasticity-Adjusted ranking and thresholding for large-scale multiple testing

Capacity analysis of sequential zone picking systems

Do accounting standards matter for productivity?

How aggressive tax planning facilitates the diversion of corporate resources: Evidence from path analysis

Corporate money demand

CEO advice seeking: an integrative framework and future research agenda

Hypothesis testing for network data with power enhancement

Inference for generalized partial functional linear regression

Spillover effects of fraud allegations and investor sentiment

Complementarity and cannibalization of offline-to-online targeting: a field experiment on omnichannel commerce

Dividend taxes, investor horizon and idiosyncratic volatility

Googling investor sentiment around the world

Sourcing competition under cost uncertainty and information asymmetry

Untangling the integration–performance link: levels of integration and functional integration strategies in post‐acquisition integration

Organizational sensemaking in ERP implementation: the influence of sensemaking structure

The impact of platform protection insurance on buyers and sellers in the sharing economy: a natural experiment

Optimal subsidies for development supply chains

The double-edged effects of e-commerce cart retargeting: does retargeting too early backfire?

Artificial intelligence coaches for sales agents: caveats and solutions

Buyer financing in pull supply chains: zero-interest early payment or in-house factoring?

One size fits all? The differential impact of online reviews and coupons

Evolution of operations management research: from managing flows to building capabilities

Evolution of operations management research: from managing flows to building capabilities

Evolution of operations management research: from managing flows to building capabilities

Nonparametric cluster analysis on multiple outcomes of longitudinal data

Twenty years in the making: The evolution of the journal of Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

Twenty years in the making: The evolution of the journal of Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

Twenty years in the making: The evolution of the journal of Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

R&D information quality and stock returns

Rawlsian fairness in push and pull supply chains

Rawlsian fairness in push and pull supply chains

Political status and tax haven investment of emerging market firms: Evidence from China

Inventory transshipment game with limited supply: Trap or treat

Inventory transshipment game with limited supply: Trap or treat

Managerial political orientation and stock price crash risk

Humanizing stigmatized places: Inter-group contact and attitude change toward Pakistan and Iran in the‘Humans of New York’Facebook space

Technical note: Finite‐time regret analysis of Kiefer‐Wolfowitz stochastic approximation algorithm and nonparametric multi‐product dynamic pricing with unknown demand

Helping yourself before helping others: How sense of control promotes charitable behaviors

Expertise makes perfect: how the variance of a reviewer's historical ratings influences the persuasiveness of online reviews

Expertise makes perfect: how the variance of a reviewer's historical ratings influences the persuasiveness of online reviews

Revenue management games with government mandate

Jiayi Yu

Zhen Xu

Lingfang Li

Xianghua Lu

Liu Hong

Jiajia Cong

Jianqiang Hu

Yin Xia

Bin Liu

Xinsheng Zhang

Wen Yu

Ming Zheng

Yin Xia

Bowen Gang

Jelmer Pier van der Gaast

Rong Huang

Junxiong Fang

Na Zhang

Shenghui Ma

Yin Xia

Zhongyi Zhu

Rong Huang

Zhe Qu

Chenkai Ni

Haohan Ren

Xiaole Wu

Tian Wei

Lihua Huang

Cheng Zhang

Jiayi Yu

Xianghua Lu

Zhe Qu

Xiangfeng Chen

Xianghua Lu

Yue Dai

Xiaole Wu

Tianjun Feng

Zhongyi Zhu

Yue Dai

Tianjun Feng

Xiaole Wu

Junye Li

Xiaole Wu

Qiying Hu

Pei Sun

Yue Dai

Yifan Xu

Yan Luo

Xiucheng Fan

Liu Hong

Qian Xu

Liyin Jin

Qian Xu

Jianqiang Hu

Teacher Literature title

List of Publications in International Journals
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Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

A balancing act of regulating on-demand ride services

Online demand fulfillment under limited flexibility

Prosocial compliance in P2P lending: a natural field experiment

Prosocial compliance in P2P lending: a natural field experiment

Distributionally robust selection of the best

Inflexible repositioning: Commitment in competition and uncertainty

Technical note—central limit theorems for estimated functions at estimated points

Simultaneous covariance inference for multimodal integrative analysis

A unified data-adaptive framework for high dimensional change point detection

A unified data-adaptive framework for high dimensional change point detection

Regression analysis of doubly truncated data

Regression analysis of doubly truncated data

LAWS: A locally adaptive weighting and screening approach to spatial multiple testing

Heterocedasticity-Adjusted ranking and thresholding for large-scale multiple testing

Capacity analysis of sequential zone picking systems

Do accounting standards matter for productivity?

How aggressive tax planning facilitates the diversion of corporate resources: Evidence from path analysis

Corporate money demand

CEO advice seeking: an integrative framework and future research agenda

Hypothesis testing for network data with power enhancement

Inference for generalized partial functional linear regression

Spillover effects of fraud allegations and investor sentiment

Complementarity and cannibalization of offline-to-online targeting: a field experiment on omnichannel commerce

Dividend taxes, investor horizon and idiosyncratic volatility

Googling investor sentiment around the world

Sourcing competition under cost uncertainty and information asymmetry

Untangling the integration–performance link: levels of integration and functional integration strategies in post‐acquisition integration

Organizational sensemaking in ERP implementation: the influence of sensemaking structure

The impact of platform protection insurance on buyers and sellers in the sharing economy: a natural experiment

Optimal subsidies for development supply chains

The double-edged effects of e-commerce cart retargeting: does retargeting too early backfire?

Artificial intelligence coaches for sales agents: caveats and solutions

Buyer financing in pull supply chains: zero-interest early payment or in-house factoring?

One size fits all? The differential impact of online reviews and coupons

Evolution of operations management research: from managing flows to building capabilities

Evolution of operations management research: from managing flows to building capabilities

Evolution of operations management research: from managing flows to building capabilities

Nonparametric cluster analysis on multiple outcomes of longitudinal data

Twenty years in the making: The evolution of the journal of Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

Twenty years in the making: The evolution of the journal of Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

Twenty years in the making: The evolution of the journal of Manufacturing & Service Operations Management

R&D information quality and stock returns

Rawlsian fairness in push and pull supply chains

Rawlsian fairness in push and pull supply chains

Political status and tax haven investment of emerging market firms: Evidence from China

Inventory transshipment game with limited supply: Trap or treat

Inventory transshipment game with limited supply: Trap or treat

Managerial political orientation and stock price crash risk

Humanizing stigmatized places: Inter-group contact and attitude change toward Pakistan and Iran in the‘Humans of New York’Facebook space

Technical note: Finite‐time regret analysis of Kiefer‐Wolfowitz stochastic approximation algorithm and nonparametric multi‐product dynamic pricing with unknown demand

Helping yourself before helping others: How sense of control promotes charitable behaviors

Expertise makes perfect: how the variance of a reviewer's historical ratings influences the persuasiveness of online reviews

Expertise makes perfect: how the variance of a reviewer's historical ratings influences the persuasiveness of online reviews

Revenue management games with government mandate

Jiayi Yu

Zhen Xu

Lingfang Li

Xianghua Lu

Liu Hong

Jiajia Cong

Jianqiang Hu

Yin Xia

Bin Liu

Xinsheng Zhang

Wen Yu

Ming Zheng

Yin Xia

Bowen Gang

Jelmer Pier van der Gaast

Rong Huang

Junxiong Fang

Na Zhang

Shenghui Ma

Yin Xia

Zhongyi Zhu

Rong Huang

Zhe Qu

Chenkai Ni

Haohan Ren

Xiaole Wu

Tian Wei

Lihua Huang

Cheng Zhang

Jiayi Yu

Xianghua Lu

Zhe Qu

Xiangfeng Chen

Xianghua Lu

Yue Dai

Xiaole Wu

Tianjun Feng

Zhongyi Zhu

Yue Dai

Tianjun Feng

Xiaole Wu

Junye Li

Xiaole Wu

Qiying Hu

Pei Sun

Yue Dai

Yifan Xu

Yan Luo

Xiucheng Fan

Liu Hong

Qian Xu

Liyin Jin

Qian Xu

Jianqiang Hu

Teacher Literature title

List of Publications in International Journals

Jiayi Joey Yu, Christopher S. Tang, Zuo-Jun Max Shen, and Xiqun Michael Chen

Zhen Xu, Hailun Zhang, Jiheng Zhang, and Rachel Q. Zhang

Ninghua Du, Lingfang Li, Tian Lu, and Xianghua Lu

Ninghua Du, Lingfang Li, Tian Lu, and Xianghua Lu (Equal Contribution)

Weiwei Fan, L. Jeff Hong, and Xiaowei Zhang

Jiajia Cong and Wen Zhou

Peter W. Glynn, Lin Fan, Michael C. Fu, Jian-Qiang Hu, and Yijie Peng

Yin Xia, Lexin Li, Samuel N. Lockhart, and William J. Jagust

Bin Liu, Cheng Zhou, Xinsheng Zhang, and Yufeng Liu

Bin Liu, Cheng Zhou, Xinsheng Zhang, and Yufeng Liu

Zhiliang Ying, Wen Yu, Ziqiang Zhao, and Ming Zheng

Zhiliang Ying, Wen Yu, Ziqiang Zhao, and Ming Zheng

T. Tony Cai, Wenguang Sun, and Yin Xia

Luella Fu, Bowen Gang, Gareth M. James, and Wenguang Sun

Jelmer P. van der Gaast, René B. M. de Koster, Ivo J. B. F. Adan, and Jacques A. C. Resing

Rajiv Banker, Rong Huang, Yinghua Li, and Sha Zhao

Andrew M. Bauer, Junxiong Fang, Jeffrey Pittman, Yinqi Zhang, and Yuping Zhao

Xiaodan Gao, Toni M. Whited, and Na Zhang

Shenghui Ma, Yasemin Y. Kor, and David Seidl

Yin Xia and Lexin Li

Ting Li and Zhongyi Zhu

Masako Darrough, Rong Huang, and Sha Zhao

Xueming Luo, Yuchi Zhang, Fue Zeng, and Zhe Qu

Oliver Zhen Li, Hang Liu, and Chenkai Ni

Zhenyu Gao, Haohan Ren, and Bohui Zhang

Lusheng Shao, Xiaole Wu, and Fuqiang Zhang

Tian Wei and Jeremy Clegg

Barney Tan, Shan L. Pan, Wenbo Chen, and Lihua Huang

Xueming Luo, Siliang Tong, Zhijie Lin, and Cheng Zhang

Jiayi Joey Yu, Christopher S. Tang, ManMohan S. Sodhi, and James Knuckles

Jing Li, Xueming Luo, Xianghua Lu, and Takeshi Moriguchi

Xueming Luo, Marco Shaojun Qin, Zheng Fang, and Zhe Qu

Xiangfeng Chen, Qihui Lu, and Gangshu (George) Cai

Sulin Ba, Yuan Jin, Xinxin Li, and Xianghua Lu

Fuqiang Zhang, Xiaole Wu, Christopher S. Tang, Tianjun Feng, and Yue Dai

Fuqiang Zhang, Xiaole Wu, Christopher S. Tang, Tianjun Feng, and Yue Dai

Fuqiang Zhang, Xiaole Wu, Christopher S. Tang, Tianjun Feng, and Yue Dai

Yang Lv, Xiaolu Zhu, Zhongyi Zhu, and Annie Qu

Yue Dai, Tianjun Feng, Christopher S. Tang, Xiaole Wu, and Fuqiang Zhang

Yue Dai, Tianjun Feng, Christopher S. Tang, Xiaole Wu, and Fuqiang Zhang

Yue Dai, Tianjun Feng, Christopher S. Tang, Xiaole Wu, and Fuqiang Zhang

Tao Huang, Junye Li, Fei Wu, and Ning Zhu

Yanmin Jiang, Xiaole Wu, Bo Chen, and Qiying Hu

Yanmin Jiang, Xiaole Wu, Bo Chen, and Qiying Hu

Ziliang Deng, Jiayan Yan, and Pei Sun

Ziteng Wang, Yue Dai, Shu-Cherng Fang, Zhong-Zhong Jiang, and Yifan Xu

Ziteng Wang, Yue Dai, Shu-Cherng Fang, Zhong-Zhong Jiang, and Yifan Xu

Wanyi Chen, Hengda Jin, and Yan Luo

Salman Yousaf and Xiucheng Fan

L. Jeff Hong, Chenghuai Li, and Jun Luo

Qian Xu, Canice Kwan, and Xinyue Zhou

Xiaoyue Wu, Liyin Jin, and Qian Xu

Xiaoyue Wu, Liyin Jin, and Qian Xu

Chenbo Zhu and Jianqiang Hu

Volume/page/place of meeting/publishing houseLiterature type All authors

66(7)

66(10)

66(1)

66(1)

66(1)

66(9)

68(5)

115(531)

82(4)

82(4)

115(530)

115(530)

forthcoming

forthcoming

68(1)

forthcoming

37(3)

forthcoming

46(6)

forthcoming

30(3)

37(2)

44(2)

forthcoming

55(2)

29(2)

57(8)

forthcoming

forthcoming

22(6)

forthcoming

forthcoming

29(10)

29(10)

29(10)

29(10)

29(10)

30(4)

22(1)

22(1)

22(1)

forthcoming

forthcoming

forthcoming

165(3)

67(6)

67(6)

forthcoming

116

67(5)

30(3)

forthcoming

forthcoming

93
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Xing Zhang

Junxiong Fang

Lin Tian

Zhe Qu

Cheng Zhang

Liu Hong

Jianqiang Hu

Xianghua Lu

Yan Luo

Changjiang Lyu

Zhongyi Zhu

Deyuan Li

Cheng Zhang

Zhe Qu

Qian Xu

Liyin Jin

Tianjun Feng

He Peng

Yan Luo

Kemin Wang

Xianghua Lu

Bo Xu

Yin Xia

Jianqiang Hu

Qiying Hu

Xianghua Lu

Lihua Huang

Xin Zhang

Zhongyi Zhu

Yi Zhou

Xiangnan Feng

Pei Huang

Xiucheng Fan

Xiangnan Feng

Xinsheng Zhang

Xin Zhang

Xu Li

Xiang Shao

Youwei Wang

Youwei Wang

Weihui Dai

Jianqiang Hu

Jianqiang Hu

Kemin Wang

Changjiang Lyu

Kemin Wang

Hongqi Yuan

Haina Shi

Yifan Xu

Lin Tian

Kai Yao

Qing Zhang

Guangsheng Yu

Mingjie Rui

Junxiong Fang

Jianqiao Hong

Xin Zhang

Teacher Literature title

Counterfeiters in online marketplaces: stealing your sales or sharing your costs

Peer firms in audit pricing: evidence under high uncertainty settings

The strategic analysis of logistics service sharing in an e-commerce platform

Global village or virtual balkans? Evolution and performance of scientific collaboration in the information age

Global village or virtual balkans? Evolution and performance of scientific collaboration in the information age

Online risk monitoring using offline simulation

On the variance of single-run unbiased stochastic derivative estimators

Examining the spillover effect of sustainable consumption on microloan repayment: A big data-based research

Corporate disclosure quality and institutional investors' holdings during market downturns

Bequest motive, information transparency, and family firm value: A natural experiment

Statistical inference for multiple change-point models

Prediction of extremal expectile based on regression models with heteroscedastic extremes

Firm actions, user engagement, and firm performance: A mediated model with evidences from internet service firms

Firm actions, user engagement, and firm performance: A mediated model with evidences from internet service firms

Structured procedures promote placebo effects

Structured procedures promote placebo effects

Government subsidies for green technology development under uncertainty

How and when does leader behavioral integrity influence employee voice? The roles of team independence climate and corporate ethical values

Foreign investors, external monitoring, and stock price crash risk

Foreign investors, external monitoring, and stock price crash risk

Is user-generated content always helpful? The effects of online forum browsing on consumers' travel purchase decisions

Personalized mobile marketing strategies

GAP: A general framework for information pooling in two-sample sparse inference

The impact of trading restrictions and margin requirements on stock index futures

Knowledge sharing in supply chain networks: Effects of collaborative innovation activities and capability on innovation performance

Early or late? entry timing in online it service markets and the moderating effects of market characteristics

Early or late? entry timing in online it service markets and the moderating effects of market characteristics

Political favouritism and investment efficiency

Weighted quantile regression in varying-coefficient model with longitudinal data

Influence of media coverage and sentiment on seasoned equity offerings

Mobile targeting in industrial marketing: Connecting with the right businesses

The effects of prior reviews on perceived review helpfulness: A configuration perspective

Copysites / duplitectures as tourist attractions: An exploratory study on experiences of Chinese tourists at replicas of foreign architectural landmarks in China

Joint analysis of semicontinuous data with latent variables

High-dimensional two-sample mean vectors test and support recovery with factor adjustment

The impact of CFO gender on corporate fraud: Evidence from China

A comparative analysis between different resource allocation and operating strategy implementation mechanisms using a system dynamics approach

Financial conditions, health care provision, and patient outcomes: Evidence from Chinese public hospitals

Understanding the competitive dynamics in E-marketplace: An action sequence analysis approach

Which collective signals drive high performance in the e-marketplace? A configurational perspective

Decision support system for prognosis and treatment of lung cancer based on big data

Estimating quantile sensitivity for financial models with correlations and jumps

Asynchronous value iteration for Markov decision processes with continuous state spaces

The motivations and effects of local SOEs' holding of commercial banks

Why firms choose ESOPs? Evidence from market value management

Transport infrastructure and corporate cash holding: perspectives from market competition and investment opportunities

The consequence of audit failure on audit firms: evidence from IPO approval in China

The consequence of audit failure on audit firms: evidence from IPO approval in China

Data-driven revenue management strategy based on local-slope update

Data-driven revenue management strategy based on local-slope update

Returned executive and internationalization of enterprises——empirical study on China's listed high-tech companies

Review of resource orchestration theory and its research progress

Manufacturing enterprise alliance's value creation and value capture in assets co-specialization: Case study of Sony Ericsson joint venture

Manufacturing enterprise alliance's value creation and value capture in assets co-specialization: Case study of Sony Ericsson joint venture

“National Team”shareholding and firms' innovation decisions

Does the valuation model affect the information content of analyst's recommendation?

Does the valuation model affect the information content of analyst's recommendation?
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Volume/page/place of meeting/publishing houseLiterature type All authors

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Separate article in a collection of papers

Separate article in a collection of papers

Separate article in a collection of papers

Separate article in a collection of papers

Separate article in a collection of papers

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Jiong Sun, Xing Zhang, and Qingyuan Zhu

Junxiong Fang, Ferdinand A. Gul, Heibatollah Sami, and Haiyan Zhou

Xuelian Qin, Zhixue Liu, and Lin Tian

Xinlin Yao, Cheng Zhang, Zhe Qu, and Bernard C.Y. Tan

Xinlin Yao, Cheng Zhang, Zhe Qu, and Bernard C.Y. Tan

Guangxin Jiang, L. Jeff Hong, and Barry L. Nelson

Zhenyu Cui, Michael C. Fu, Jian-Qiang Hu, Yanchu Liu, Yijie Peng, and Lingjiong Zhu

Yuanqiang Ye, Xianghua Lu, and Tian Lu

Hua Cheng, Dayong Huang, and Yan Luo

Haijie Huang, Edward Lee, Changjiang Lyu, and Yiyi Zhao

Wu Wang, Xuming He, and Zhongyi Zhu

Wen Xu, Yanxi Hou, and Deyuan Li

Cheng Zhang, Peijian Song, Zhe Qu, Ling Xue, and Jiaoyang Li

Cheng Zhang, Peijian Song, Zhe Qu, Ling Xue, and Jiaoyang Li

Zhengyu Shen, Qian Xu, and Liyin Jin

Zhengyu Shen, Qian Xu, and Liyin Jin

Seung Hwan Jung and Tianjun Feng

He Peng and Feng Wei

Jeong-Bon Kim, Xiaoxi Li, Yan Luo, and Kemin Wang

Jeong-Bon Kim, Xiaoxi Li, Yan Luo, and Kemin Wang

Xianghua Lu, Shu He, Shaohua Lian, Sulin Ba, and Junjie Wu

Siliang Tong, Xueming Luo, and Bo Xu

Yin Xia, T. Tony Cai, and Wenguang Sun

Jianqiang Hu, Tianxiang Wang, Wenwei Hu, and Jun Tong

Changfeng Wang and Qiying Hu

Xinlin Yao, Peiran Zhang, Xianghua Lu, and Lihua Huang

Xinlin Yao, Peiran Zhang, Xianghua Lu, and Lihua Huang

Yunsen Chen, Chenyu Cui, Ting Yang, and Xin Zhang

Fangzheng Lin, Yanlin Tang, and Zhongyi Zhu

Ji Sun, Yi Zhou, Jiaguo (George) Wang, and Jie (Michael) Guo

Xiangnan Feng, Yiwei Li, Xiaolin Lin, and Yijian Ning

Yongmin Zhu, Miaomiao Liu, Xiaohua Zeng, and Pei Huang

Salman Yousaf and Xiucheng Fan

Xiaoqing Wang, Xiangnan Feng, and Xinyuan Song

Yong He, Mingjuan Zhang, Xinsheng Zhang, and Wang Zhou

Jinhui Luo, Chenchen Peng, and Xin Zhang

Xu Li and Xun Xu

Mengna Luan, Xiang Shao, and Fengman Dou

Huifang Li, Jicheng Zeng, Yulin Fang, and Youwei Wang

Jicheng Zeng, Yulin Fang, Huifang Li, and Youwei Wang

Jiaying Cheng, Wenbo Xu, Fang Xie, Shuangshuang Dai, and Weihui Dai

Yijie Peng, Michael Fu, Jian-Qiang Hu, and Lei Lei

Xiangyu Yang, JianQiang Hu, Jiaqiao Hu, and Yijie Peng

Xin Pang and Kemin Wang

Yunjia Chen, Changjiang Lv, Haijie Huang, and Hui Ding

Qiong Wang, Dongdong Li, and Kemin Wang

Hongqi Yuan, Chujun Zhang, Desong Kong, and Haina Shi

Hongqi Yuan, Chujun Zhang, Desong Kong, and Haina Shi

Ji Chen, Lin Tian, and Yifan Xu

Ji Chen, Lin Tian, and Yifan Xu

Kai Yao and Yajuan Wang

Qing Zhang and Zhibing Hua

Liu Zhong, Guangsheng Yu, Wenwen Pan, and Mingjie Rui

Liu Zhong, Guangsheng Yu, Wenwen Pan, and Mingjie Rui

Xuehang Yu and Junxiong Fang

Lu Liu, Jianqiao Hong, and Xin Zhang

Lu Liu, Jianqiao Hong, and Xin Zhang

96(2)

forthcoming

92

71(4)

71(4)

32(2)

32(2)

forthcoming

60

(65)

47(4)

forthcoming

57(7)

57(7)

(91)

(91)

286(2)

166(3)

35(4)

35(4)

137

48

115(531)

40(7)

94-95

114

114

61

145

60(51)

86

110

81

151

151

63

58(2)

186

Dubai

Dubai

Kerala, India

National Harbor, USA

Orlando, USA

(9)

(5)

(4)

(3)

(3)

35(1)

35(1)

(11)

(9)

23(4)

23(4)

(8)

(5)

(5)
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Teacher Literature title

Pinliang Luo

Dingwei Gu

Xiangnan Feng

Yuejun Tang

Weihui Dai

Lin Tian

Xiangfeng Chen

Deyuan Li

Xinsheng Zhang

Cheng Zhang

Lihua Huang

Xianghua Lu

Xiongwen Lu

Pinliang Luo

Mingjie Rui

Yifan Xu

Junxiong Fang

Yong Su

Kai Yao

Junxiong Fang

Hongqi Yuan

Yifan Xu

Yong Su

Mingjie Rui

Longzhen Fan

Junxiong Fang

Yong Su

Junxiong Fang

Yong Su

Rangrang Bai

Zhiyong Yao

Lezhen Wu

Yuanxu Li

Kai Yao

Haoping Xu

Haina Shi

Jie Liu

Kai Yao

Junxiong Fang

Shenghui Ma

Kemin Wang

Jianqiao Hong

Jie Liu

Jie Liu

Weihui Dai

Kai Yao

Lihua Huang

Jie Liu

Pinliang Luo

Junxiong Fang

Rangrang Bai

Kai Yao

Qiying Hu

Shang Wu

Zhiguo Xiao

Qinqin Zheng

Jiajia Cong

Xin Zhang

The signaling behavior of three-player games on P2P platforms

The signaling behavior of three-player games on P2P platforms

Investigating passengers' choice behavior of intercity rails with large-scale ticketing data

Entrepreneurial enterprise governance model: based on dynamic ownership governance platform

The effect of recommendation scale on the personalized recommendation system in influencing user decision-making

The social and economic impacts of sharing economy: A review on the quantitative literature

The impact of buyer guarantee mechanism on financing suppliers program

Jackknife empirical likelihood test for the equality of degrees of freedom in t-copulas

Threshold single index regression model from high-dimensional data

Spatial diffusion of service: An empirical study on Shanghai Disneyland

The study impact of content strategy of online community

The study impact of content strategy of online community

Spatial diffusion of service: An empirical study on Shanghai Disneyland

Research on the third-party payment violation risk early-warning based on random forest

Research on the impact of industrial policy on firms' R&D——Based on the confidence effects of innovation-promoting industrial policy

Do store image and location matter in O2O context?

Imprinting effect of economic conditions on CFOs' judgment and accounting information quality

Why do enterprises exist?

How to become self-confident about university entrepreneurial culture? ——A grounded theoretical research on the factors of university entrepreneurial culture

Female top managers and labor investment efficiency

Regulation penalty and investment banks' reputation

A stochastic algorithm for global optimization with linear constraints based on intermittent diffusion

Research on the mixed-ownership reform of Chinese state-owned enterprise (SOE)——Taking Song Zhiping's management insights as example

Future management

Credit risk evaluation model of listed companies in China

Can the relaxation of short selling constraint improve firms' labor investment efficiency?

Crane dance in the east——An interview with Chairman of Feihe Group Leng Youbin

High-speed railway, managerial labor market and executive compensation

A study of the impact of Chinese traditional culture on contemporary management practice

The antitrust enforcement framework, dilemma and new approaches about the platform industrial: A theory survey under the case of EC Google shopping

Research on consolidating China's division of Labor in the process of global industrial chain restructuring

Research on consolidating China's division of Labor in the process of global industrial chain restructuring

Research on overseas subsidiaries of MNCs: literature review and latest trend

How can enterprises participate in new infrastructure investment?——An analysis based on an intelligent agriculture new infrastructure project in Anhui

How do Chinese listed companies evaluate their CEOs?

How do Chinese listed companies evaluate their CEOs?

Industrial internet opportunities under the background of new infrastructure

Path of mutual construction of psychological ownership, in small and medium-sized enterprises

Aggregate analyst forecast optimism and corporate innovation investment decisions

Opportunities and pitfalls of advice seeking by CEOs and executives

Does environmental labeling exacerbate heavily polluting firms’financial constraints? Evidence from China

Performance evaluation and equity incentive in CSI-300 companies in China

Prospects for the application of blockchain technology in the field of remediation of formalism and bureaucracy

New infrastructure strategies for long-term economic growth and short-term economic fluctuations

Simulation analysis of soft supply chain in cross-border E-commerce based on the theory of generalized ecological community

Research on cultivation mode for entrepreneurial talents in colleges and universities——Taking Fudan University for example

The impact of COVID-19 on Shanghai internet industry and policy analysis

How do managers study cases?

Is a good learner more likely to become an entrepreneur？——A study on the impact and mechanism of higher education attainment on entrepreneurship

Impact of listing on the sensitivity of enterprises' investment to peers' stock prices information

Competition policy enforcement: protecting or restraining enterprise innovation?——Theoretical differences caused by“Google comparative shopping case”and its enlightenment to China

Research on the international talent gathering in Chinese cities: Based on human capital value chain theory

Modern supply chains: definition and configuration

Asymptotic analysis via stochastic differential equations of gradient descent algorithms in statistical and computational paradigms

Rational cost inefficiency and convergence in Chinese banks

The effects of an innovative e-commerce poverty alleviation platform on Chinese rural laborer skills development and family well-being

Could weather fluctuations affect local economic growth? Evidence from counties in the people's republic of China

Political connection and regulatory scrutiny through comment letters: evidence from China
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Volume/page/place of meeting/publishing houseLiterature type All authors

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Dingwei Gu, Xi Zhao, and Pinliang Luo

Dingwei Gu, Xi Zhao, and Pinliang Luo

Weiwei Cao, Xiangnan Feng, Yiwei Li, Wei Geng, and Jianmin Jia

Yuejun Tang and Jingjing Zuo

Meimei Chen, Limei Liu, Chiwei Shi, and Weihui Dai

Lin Tian and Hang Yu

Jiazhou Huang, Qihui Lu, and Xiangfeng Chen

Yanxi Hou, Deyuan Li, Aiai Liu, and Liang Peng

Diqing Li, Yong He, and Xinsheng Zhang

Cheng Zhang, Qi Zhang, Furong Wang, Yuxin Chen, and Xiongwen Lu

Lihua Huang, Xiao He, and Xianghua Lu

Lihua Huang, Xiao He, and Xianghua Lu

Cheng Zhang, Qi Zhang, Furong Wang, Yuxin Chen, and Xiongwen Lu

Ruonan Fang and Pinliang Luo

Mingjie Rui and Jialing Han

Yingzhao He, Yifan Xu, and Kai Wang

Xuan Qin, Xiaoqi Zhu, and Junxiong Fang

Yong Su

Kai Yao and Yujun Fang

Xuan Qin, Yu Chen, and Junxiong Fang

Yubo Li and Hongqi Yuan

Yong Chen, Wei Wang, and Yifan Xu

Yafei Hu and Yong Su

Mingjie Rui

Lingling Xie and Longzhen Fan

Jian Chu and Junxiong Fang

Yong Su

Jing Chen and Junxiong Fang

Yong Su, Qianqian Li, and Lingbo Tan

Rangrang Bai

Zhibiao Liu, Zhiyong Yao, and Lezhen Wu

Zhibiao Liu, Zhiyong Yao, and Lezhen Wu

Yuanxu Li, Guanghui Yu, and Wei Hu

Kai Yao and Yujun Fang

Haoping Xu and Haina Shi

Haoping Xu and Haina Shi

Jie Liu

Sizhi Li, Kai Yao, and Jiaojiao Wang

Xuehang Yu, Jing Chen, and Junxiong Fang

Yasemin Kor, Shenghui Ma, and David Seidl

Han Xiao and Kemin Wang

Jianqiao Hong and Shiting Chen

Jie Liu

Jie Liu

Yonghui Dai, Nongjian Wei, Ying Yuan, and Weihui Dai

Kai Yao, Sizhi Li, and Jiaojiao Wang

Jie Gu, Lihua Huang, and Zhen Wang

Jie Liu

Lianying Fu and Pinliang Luo

Junxiong Fang and Yadan Liu

Rangrang Bai

Shoudong Cun and Kai Yao

Qiying Hu and Dajian Hu

Yazhen Wang and Shang Wu

Kent Matthews and Zhiguo Xiao

Chien-Chung Huang, Huiying Jin, Jieyou Zhang, Qinqin Zheng, Yafan Chen, Shannon Cheung, and Chuwei Liu

Chengzheng Li, Jiajia Cong, and Haiying Gu

Yunsen Chen, Yilu Deng, Yufang Jin, Hetong Lou, and Xin Zhang

40(5)

40(5)

40(4)

23(6)

23(1)

23(9)

23(7)

63(4)

50(3)

23(2)

23(2)

23(2)

23(2)

39(9)

41(9)

28(6)

42(4)

(4)

32(2)

14(1)

18(1)

24(1)

17(3)

41(3)

(2)

42(2)

(2)

42(12)

17(12)

(11)

(11)

(11)

40(5)

(10)

(3)

(3)

(9)

39(9)

(8)

(8)

13

(2)

(18)

(17)

37(3)

(4)

(2)

(02-3)

19(1)

(1)

(12)

37(21)

(1)

(21)

91

116

37(2)

20(3)
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Teacher Literature title

Guangsheng Yu

Juan Shen

Zhe Zhang

Yue Dai

Jie Liu

Xu Li

Weihui Dai

Weihui Dai

Yong Su

Weihui Dai

Xianghua Lu

Yunjie Xu

Chenghong Zhang

Chenghong Zhang

Cheng Zhang

Zhongyi Zhu

Huangnan Shen

Zhong Ning

Qinfeng Xu

Huangnan Shen

Weihui Dai

Xu Li

Haohan Ren

Yifan Dou

Lihua Huang

Huangnan Shen

Rongwei Chu

Weihui Dai

Hong Ling

Yifan Xu

Xiucheng Fan

Xiangnan Feng

Yunjie Xu

Jiayi Yu

Mingyu Liu

Huangnan Shen

Yan Luo

Xinsheng Zhang

Qinqin Zheng

Shenghui Ma

Mingjie Rui

Mingyu Liu

Mingyu Liu

Mingjie Rui

Mingjie Rui

Qing Zhang

Mingjie Rui

Junxiong Fang

Mingjie Rui

Chao Chen

Mingyu Liu

Zhiguo Xiao

Operational and relational governances of buyer-supplier exchanges

Subgroup analysis based on structured mixed-effects models for longitudinal data

Combination classification method for customer relationship management

Combination classification method for customer relationship management

Distinct role of targeting precision of Internet-based targeted advertising in duopolistic e-business firms’heterogeneous consumers market

Efficiency and equity in regional coal de-capacity allocation in China: A multiple objective programming model based on Gini coefficient and Data Envelopment Analysis

Cognitive computation on consumer’s decision making of internet financial products based on neural activity data

A two-tier partition algorithm for the optimization of the large-scale simulation of information diffusion in social networks

Exploring mechanisms of outstanding business leadership facing transitioning environment: a life-narrative perspective

Geographical structural features of the WeChat social networks

Situations matter: understanding how individual browsing situation routineness impacts online users' advertisement clicks behavior

Why do borrowers default on online loans? An inquiry of their psychology mechanism

Why do borrowers default on online loans? An inquiry of their psychology mechanism

Patients’emotional bonding with MHealth apps: An attachment perspective on patients’use of MHealth applications

Patients’emotional bonding with MHealth apps: An attachment perspective on patients’use of MHealth applications

Robust estimation for partial functional linear regression model based on modal regression

Bilateral rent-seeking and growth of FDI inflow in china: theory and evidence

3DACN: 3D augmented convolutional network for time series data

BDNF met allele is associated with lower cognitive function in poststroke rehabilitation

A theory of economic development and dynamics of Chinese economy

The gray-box based modeling approach integrating both mechanism-model and data-model: the case of atmospheric contaminant dispersion

Green or nongreen innovation? Different strategic preferences among subsidized enterprises with different ownership types

Anticorruption, political connections, and corporate cash policy: Evidence from politician downfalls in China

Identifying influencing factors for data transactions: A case study from shanghai data exchange

Identifying influencing factors for data transactions: A case study from shanghai data exchange

Mortgage payments and household consumption in urban China

Resilience and well-being production among vulnerable consumers facing systematic constraints

One intelligent framework for screening and intervention of Mild Cognitive Impairment(MCI)

One intelligent framework for screening and intervention of Mild Cognitive Impairment(MCI)

Effect of disruption risk on a supply chain with price-dependent demand

Branding China through the internationalization of higher education sector: an international students’perspective from China

How managerial responses to online reviews affect customer satisfaction: An empirical study based on additional reviews

Effect of appeal orientation in sponsored ad forwarding on a microblog platform

Technical note: should an online seller post inventory scarcity messages?

Operational and relational governances of buyer-supplier exchanges

Toward a theory of internal governance structure of China’s large SOEs

Economic policy uncertainty and stock price crash risk

High-dimensional two-sample precision matrices test: an adaptive approach through multiplier bootstrap

"Throwing certificates" is a manifestation of lack of corporate values

Strengthen academic confidence in Chinese corporate practice research

Foster more world-class sci-tech innovation enterprises

New consumption aided by the digital economy will create new international consumption cities

Live commerce: competition for trust

New basic industries should choose the "new path" of leapfrog development

Accelerate the development of the digital economy’s three new basic industries

Conception of technological economics in the Internet era

A new round of industry competition is imminent

The bright side of stock price crash: evidence based on efficiency of labor investment

Future-oriented industrial competitiveness

Analysis of mergers and acquisitions in the financial industry

Foster corporate culture with the partner mechanism

Regulating Chinese shadow banking: Throwing the baby out with the bathwater?
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Volume/page/place of meeting/publishing houseLiterature type All authors

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Newspaper article

Article in a work

Newspaper article

Newspaper article

Newspaper article

Newspaper article

Newspaper article

Article in a work

Newspaper article

Article in a work

Newspaper article

Research report

Newspaper article

Special column

Jie Yang, Hongming Xie, Guangsheng Yu, Mingyu Liu, and Yingnan Yang

Juan Shen and Annie Qu

Zhe Zhang and Yue Dai

Zhe Zhang and Yue Dai

Jiang Zhao, Dan Wu, and Jie Liu

Gang Ma, Xu Li, and Jianping Zheng

Hongzhi Hu, Yunbing Tang, Yanqiang Xie, Yonghui Dai, and Weihui Dai

Bin Chen, Hailiang Chen, Dandan Ning, Mengna Zhu, Chuan Ai, Xiaogang Qiu, and Weihui Dai

Junjun Cheng and Yong Su

Chuan Ai, Bin Chen, Hailiang Chen, Weihui Dai, and Xiaogang Qiu

Xianghua Lu and Yuxin Chen

Xiaolun Wang, Yunjie Calvin Xu, Tian Lu, and Chenghong Zhang

Xiaolun Wang, Yunjie Calvin Xu, Tian Lu, and Chenghong Zhang

Jiaoyang Li, Cheng Zhang, Xixi Li, and Chenghong Zhang

Jiaoyang Li, Cheng Zhang, Xixi Li, and Chenghong Zhang

Ping Yu, Zhongyi Zhu, Jianhong Shi, and Xikai Ai

Shu Keng, Chien-Chiang Lee, Weiping Li, and Jim Huangnan Shen

Songwen Pei, Tianma Shen, Xianrong Wang, Chunhua Gu, Zhong Ning, Xiaochun Ye, and Naixue Xiong

Zhenxiang Han, Lili Qi, Qinfeng Xu, Mingzhu Xu, Lei Cai, John Wong, Xinjia Hu, Xun Luo, Jiening

Wang, Yuling Zhang, Yapeng Li, and Qing Mei Wang

Saite Lu, Jim H. Shen, Weiping Li, and Jun Zhang

Bin Chen, Yiduo Wang, Rongxiao Wang, Zhengqiu Zhu, Liang Ma, Xiaogang Qiu, and Weihui Dai

Zimeng Liu, Xu Li, Xuerong Peng, and Seoki Lee

Haohan Ren and Xiaofeng Zhao

Qifeng Tang, Zhiqing Shao, Lihua Huang, Wenyi Yin, and Yifan Dou

Qifeng Tang, Zhiqing Shao, Lihua Huang, Wenyi Yin, and Yifan Dou

Da Zhao, Yifan Chen, and Jim H. Shen

Yimin Huang , Junjun Cheng, and Rongwei Chu

Xuesheng Qian, Weihui Dai, Renbin Xu, and Hong Ling

Xuesheng Qian, Weihui Dai, Renbin Xu, and Hong Ling

Min Li, Jiahua Zhang, Yifan Xu, and Wei Wang

Salman Yousaf, Xiucheng Fan, and Fahad Laber

Yan Zhao, Lingling Wen, Xiangnan Feng, Ran Li, and Xiaolin Lin

Chenyan Gu, Yunjie Calvin Xu, and Minghui Yao

Sungho Park, Elliot Rabinovich, Christopher S. Tang, Rui Yin, and Jiayi Joey Yu

Jie Yang, Hongming Xie, Guangsheng Yu, Mingyu Liu, and Yingnan Yang

Jim Huangnan Shen, Jun Zhang, Chien-Chiang Lee, and Weiping Li

Yan Luo and Chenyang Zhang

Mingjuan Zhang, Yong He, Cheng Zhou, and Xinsheng Zhang

Qinqin Zheng

Chunhua Chen and Shenghui Ma

Mingjie Rui

Mingyu Liu

Mingyu Liu

Mingjie Rui

Mingjie Rui

Qing Zhang

Mingjie Rui

Junxiong Fang and Chuanrong Yu

Mingjie Rui

Chao Chen

Mingyu Liu and Xiaolong Lu

Kent Matthews and Zhiguo Xiao

32(8)

30(4)

32(5)

32(5)

(20)

66

17(2)

12(5)

41(3)

9(5)

21(2)

30(4)

30(4)

51

51

33(2)

38(2)

513

34(3)

86

12(2)

245

45

29(6)

29(6)

93

54(4)

2020(13)

2020(13)

16(6)

30(2)

57

30(6)

51(5)

32(8)

70

51

13(1)
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Economy & Management Publishing House

Page 9

Page 2

Page 4

Page 2

Page 13

Press of University of Science and Technology of China

Page 2

2

Page 11

Page 4

January
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Workshop

2020 Workshop &Workplace Dialogue & Career Talk & Practice Course

Time

Doreen Chen, Recruitment Manager of Cisco for the Asia-Pacific

Maggie Wang, Campus Relations Manager of Cisco for Greater

China

Sabrina Xu, CVC Investment Director

Mark Xu, CVC Investment Director

Di ZHAO, Vice President of Risfond

Chris Sotomayor , Vault Global

Louis Ng, Fidelity Early Career Manager

Han LI, alumnus of the 2015 IMBA Program and Senior

Outreach Manager of Amazon China Global Selling Europe

Jun WANG, Senior Big Data and AI Solution Architect and Data

Scientist of IBM

Ping WANG, Director of IGPI Shanghai;

Teruaki Kobayashi, Senior Manager of IGPI Shanghai;

Shan HUANG, Senior Manager of IGPI Shanghai;

Xin YU, Manager of IGPI Shanghai

Ping WANG, Director of IGPI Shanghai;

Teruaki Kobayashi, Senior Manager of IGPI Shanghai;

Shan HUANG, Senior Manager of IGPI Shanghai;

Xin YU, Manager of IGPI Shanghai

Fumin JIA, Young Associate Research Fellow at the Institute of

Science and Technology for Brain-Inspired Intelligence, Fudan

University

Yingqin LU, Strategy and Business Development Director of

Medela & Corporate Supervisor of CDO of the School of

Management, Fudan University

Ping WANG, Director of IGPI Shanghai;

Teruaki Kobayashi, Senior Manager of IGPI Shanghai;

Shan HUANG, Senior Manager of IGPI Shanghai;

Xin YU, Manager of IGPI Shanghai

Yati ZHANG, Tencent Interactive Entertainment Marketing

Director

Topic

Annual report098 2020

Guest Speaker

Cisco - key points of video interviews and

collaboration with enterprises

Career development at top PE-CVCCapital’s

viewpoints

Restart 2020: how headhunters define MBA

career opportunities

Career Strategy during a Pandemic

Fidelity Stock Pitch Workshop

TSharing of job applications in the TMT

industry – switching from a traditional

industry to a top e-commerce business

IBM SPSS big data analysis algorithms and

application

Lecture 1 of the IGPI consulting practice

series

Lecture 2 of the IGPI consulting practice

series

CIC – industry group activity – sci-tech

Innovation track in the field of medical care

Lecture 3 of the IGPI consulting practice

series

Communication with Tencent Interactive

Entertainment Marketing Director

2020/03/12

2020/04/10

2020/04/14

2020/06/03

2020/09/24

2020/10/28

2020/11/04

2020/11/06

2020/11/20

2020/11/24

2020/12/04

2020/12/22

Envision Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic

Overview



Workplace Dialogue

2020 Workshop &Workplace Dialogue & Career Talk & Practice Course

Time

Jingyi LI, Operation Director of Befor Capital and alumna of the

2015 IMBA Program;

Zhichao WANG, Vice President of Glory Ventures for Operations

and alumnus of the 2017 IMBA Program

Alumna Juan LV, Managing Director of the Research and

Development Department of China Securities and

Person-in-charge for the Shanghai Region

Wei HU, Director of the Human Resources Department

Session 1: CICC – Tianfang LV/CDH – Xin GAO

Session 2: Guotai Junan – Neng YANG/ChinaAMC, Xuebo GONG

Pengxiao YAO (alumnus of the 2016 Undergraduate Program –

Bain)

Yujing HUA (alumna of the 2018 MF Program – Kearney)

Yue XI (alumna of the 2016 GMiM Program – Monitor Deloitte)

Zeqing GAO (alumnus of the 2014 Undergraduate Program –

Boston Consulting Group)

Tiansi ZHANG (alumnus of the 2015 IMBA Program – KPMG)

Yue SHI (alumnus of the 2016 IMBA Program – Gallup)

Yingqin LU, Strategy and Business Development Director of

Medela & Corporate Supervisor of CDO of the School of

Management, Fudan University;

Danmin HU, Sales Manager of BD Medical

Kun LIN, Management Intern of the Customer Success Unit of

Microsoft, 2019 IMBA Program

Xiaomin LUO, Manager of the Market Department of UNIS, 2019

IMBA Program

Lei LI, Vice President of Pall Corporation，Danaher and General

Manager for China;

Chaowei CHEN, Senior Talent Director of Danaher China;

Jing XIU, Senior Market Strategy Manager of Danaher's GMDP

Program

Chenchen WANG, Investment Director of HZ Ventures

Guang YANG, Senior Investment Manager of Infinity Capital

Dian GU, Edge AI Solution Director of the Internet of Things

Division of Intel

TopicGuest Speaker

“Face-to-face Meeting with Finance

Alumni”activity – PE/VC special

Big shots let you know the real

securities industry

Quick charging for internships: alumni in

the financial industry help you efficiently

plan internships and job applications

Sharing by alumni in the consulting

industry – undergraduate and master

special (the consulting interest group’s

activity)

Sharing by alumni in the consulting

industry – MBA special (the consulting

interest group’s activity)

Career development and track change in

the medical care industry

The TMT interest group’s activity –

sharing by IMBA alumni

Development and growth of MBA

management intern programs

MBA career opportunities in the VCPE

industry

TMT industry sharing – persistence is

also a choice

2020/03/31

2020/04/29

2020/08/01

2020/08/09

2020/08/13

2020/08/15

2020/08/16

2020/12/01

2020/12/17

2020/12/20
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Career Talk

2020 Workshop &Workplace Dialogue & Career Talk & Practice Course

Time

Yiping XU, Vice President of ManpowerGroup Greater

China

Li MA, Person-in-charge of the In-store Division of

Meituan Dianping

Yan FENG, Vice President of Fonterra Co-Operative

Group Greater China for Human Resources

Helen FAN, HR Manager of Alibaba Europe

Tian XIE, Managing Director and Global Partner of

Boston Consulting Group

Yuan QIAN, Vice President of ManpowerGroup Greater

China/General Manager of the Recruitment and Solution

Division/General Manager of the Right Management

Brand

Peikun LIAN, Director/Managing Director of the

Research Department of UBS Securities

Yonglei ZHU, Global Partner, Greater China Strategic

Business Chairman and Senior High Technology

Business Leader of Bain and Corporate Supervisor of

CDO of the School of Management, Fudan University

Junyi LI, HR Director of Ctrip

Yue LI, Contracted Lecturer of Lumina Learning

Yaolin BAO, independent corporate management

consultant

TopicGuest Speaker

Are you only one step away from your dream

offer?

Dialogue + mock interview

Under the spotlight, who is an enterprise’s

backbone? – An analysis of the logic of

enterprise talent echelon formation

Dialogue + mock interview

Remain true to our original aspirations, forge

ahead with encourage – four major trends in

the field of travelling

Focusing on the future workplace – key

characteristics of today's career success

Career Talk: dialogue with foreign-funded

brokers – research on seller’s industries and

career development

Yonglei ZHU’s Night Talk: consulting, art,

science and technology

TMT, CIC and Internet job opportunities

Self-cultivation of women in the workplace –

experiential salon

Roundtable discussion on jobs – factors in

career planning to be considered

2020/04/24

2020/05/14

2020/05/21

2020/06/18

2020/06/18

2020/09/21

2020/11/13

2020/12/11

2020/12/23

2020/12/29

2020/09/23

Envision Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic

Overview



Practice Course

2020 Workshop &Workplace Dialogue & Career Talk & Practice Course

Time

Benjamin Lee, Training Lecturer of DDI

Nicolas Gong, China Managing Director of

Richemont Group for the A. Lange & Söhne
Brand

WILLIAM (Bill) CHAN, Executive Trainer and

Training Lecturer of Harrison

Jie YANG, Person-in-charge of the Urban

Research Institute of Jinke Property Group

Daojing SUN, Deputy Director of the Operation

Management Department of Jinke Property

Group

Kang LI, General Manager of the Product

Research Department of Jinke Property Group

Wenting YANG, Vice President of E-House

Enterprise Group

TopicGuest Speaker

Jinke Starlight Class Practice Course Lesson 1 – Virtual

team management

Luxury Industry Practice Course Lesson 3 – Luxury

entrepreneurship in fine-watchmaking

Jinke Starlight Class Practice Course Lesson 2 – Career

assessment report collective interpretation activity

Jinke Starlight Class Practice Course Lesson 3 – Trends

of Chinese real estate development and Jinke’s practice

Jinke Starlight Class Practice Course Lesson 4 – Whole

course of real estate development operation

Jinke Starlight Class Practice Course Lesson 5 – Design

and aesthetics

Jinke Starlight Class Practice Course Lesson 6 – Who

shared the feast of the real estate industry?

2020/03/21

2020/04/24

2020/05/08

2020/06/12

2020/11/14

2020/11/28

2020/12/05
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International Partner Schools

Envision Sci-tech Innovation AchievementsFight against the Pandemic

Overview

America

USA

Alfred P. Sloan School of Managament, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology

Olin School Of Business, University of Washington

Harvard Business School

Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth

Owen Graduate School of Management, Vanderbilt

University

School of Business, University of Miami

School of Business, University of Texas at Dallas

WP Carey School of Business, Arizaona State University

Stern School of Business, New York University

Stanford Graduate School of Business

Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania

Kenan-Flagler School of Business, University of North

Carolina

Goizueta Business School of Emory University

Columbia Business School

UCLA Anderson School of Management

Thunderbird School of Global Management

Darla Moore School of Business, University of South Carolina

School of Business, University of Nevada

Le Bow College of Business, Drexel University

University of California, Davis

University of California, Irvine

McDonough School of Business, Georgetown University

College of Charleston

Pennsylvania State University

Canada

Desautels Faculty of Management, McGill University

Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto

Schulich School of Business, York University

Sauder School of Business, University of British Columbia

School of Business, University of Alberta

Brazil

St. Paul's School of Business and Management

Asia

Hong Kong, China

Faculty of Business and Economics, University of Hong Kong

Business School of the Chinese University of Hong Kong

Faculty of Business, Hong Kong Polytechnic University

College of Business, City University of Hong Kong

Taiwan, China

School of Management, National Tawiwan University of

Science and Technology

College of Commerce, National Chengchi University

Colleage of Management, National Taiwan University

Japan

Faculty of Commerce, Waseda University

Faculty of Businese and Commerce, Keio University

Republic of Korea
Korea University Business School

School of Business, Sungkyunkwan University

College of Business Administration, Seoul National University

Singapore
Business School, National University of Singapore

College of Business, Nanyang Technological University

Singapoe Management University

Thailand

Business School, Thammasat University

Israel

Business Administration School,Tel Aviv University

Oceania

Australia

Austrialian School of Business, University of New South

Wales

University of Sydney Business School

Melbourne Business School

Macquarie University

New Zealand
University of Auckland



International Partner Schools

Europe

Sweden

School of Business, Stockholm University

School of Business, Umeå University
Norway

BI Norwegian Business School

Norwegian School of Economics

Finland

School of Business, Alto University

Hanken School of Economics

U.K.

Business School,University of Exeter

London Business School

Warwick Business School

Manchester Business School

London School of Economics and Political Science

Denmark

Copenhagen Business School

The Netherlands

Rotterdam School of Management

School of Economics and Management,Tilburg University

Germany

Munich Business School

Faculty of Management, Economics and Social Sciences,

University of Cologne

Münster School of Business Administration and Economics

WHU - Otto Beisheim School of Management

Business School, University of Mannheim

Austria

Vienna University of Economics and Business

Business School, University of Salzburg

France

HEC Paris

Grenoble Graduate School Of Business

ESSEC Business School

Switzerland

University of St. Gallen

Faculty of Economics, University of Zurich

Spain

IE Business School

Esade Business School

Italy

Commercial University of Luigi Bocconi

Luiss University of Rome

Belgium

Solvay Business School of Economics and Management,

Universite Libre de Bruxelles

Africa

South Africa

Business School, Stellenbosch University
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